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In his report for 1862, the N. Y. Superintendent of Banking, after referring to the recommendations of 
Secretary Chase, says: “ The Secretary adds: *the recent experience oj several States in the valley of the 
Mississippi painfully illustrates the justice of these observations, and enforces by the most agent practical 
arguments the duty of protecting commerce and industry agamst the recurrence of such disorders.’ How¬ 
ever truthful these remarks may be in regard to the institutions and currency of some portions of the country, 
they certainly do not apply to New York, and furnish no basis for interference with he1 institutions."— 
H. H. Van Dyck, N. Y. Bank Supt., in Report for 1862. 

1 ‘ What I have stated in regard to the value of the local bank currency is well known tohe country. Why, 
sir, I read to the Senate the day before yesterday the price al which this money was selling in the city of New 
York, and it was per cent, premium as quoted; and a banker from that city told me it was three the 
evening of that day. It is better and will ever remain better than greenbacks in my judgment."—Senator 
Lazarus W. Powell, of Kentucky, February 13, 1863. 

“ Our Slate banks have sustained the Government; they have been the Barings and Rothschilds to whom 
we have gone for our funds to carry on this war. When Congress met in July, 1861, we found our financial 
affairs in theutmost embarrassment; we passed abill authorizing a loan of $250,001,000. Where did we get 
the funds? The banks of the city of New York alone placed in his (the Secretary’s) hands $105,000,000— 
nearly double the amount of their capital; and at this day the banks of the State of New York alone Isold 150$ 
of their capital in stocks of the United States."—Senator Ira Harris, Feb. 14,1863. 
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XEW YORK BANK CURRENCY. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The history of banking in the State of New York naturally divides itself into 
three chapters. The first covers the period prior to the establishment of the so-called 
“ Safety Fund” system in 1829, the early part of which is characterized by a slow 
and steady growth and conservative banking; the latter part—after the war of 
1812—by somewhat more reckless methods and management. The second is 
the history of the “Safety Fund” system, extending from 1829 to 1866; while 
the third includes our experience under the “ Free Banking ” system, from 1838 until 
all state bank circulation was suppressed by the federal tax of 10$ against other 
than National Bank notes. 

The first and, to some extent, the early part of the second chapters deal with 
periods of political interference with, and political management of, banking corpora¬ 
tions—when banking was regarded as a proper subject for monopoly, and when 
the political affiliations of the incorporators of a bank were considered as im¬ 
portant as to-day they seem trivial; though the number of charters already in 
force, and the variety of the political situations in which they had been granted, 
had early made monopoly rather a theory than a situation, and left the 
slight extent to which favoritism might be shown in the organization of new institu¬ 
tions the only remnant of what had earlier been most important political factors. 
The third period was characterized by its assertion of the necessity of divorcing 
politics from the banking business ; and, as a result of that assertion, the substitu¬ 
tion of general laws instead of special charters. 

BANK CURRENCY IX NEW YORK I’RIOR TO 1829. 

Prior to the War of 1812. 

The history of banking in the State of New York practically begins with an 
Act passed by the Legislature in April, 1782, confirming for the State of New York 
the charter of the Bank of North America, granted by the Congress of the Con¬ 
federated Colonies, and at the same time prohibiting the establishment of any 
other banking corporation within the State “ during the present war with Great 
Britain.” The Bank of North America, however, did not assume the national 
character that had been designed for it, and operated under a charter from the 
State of Pennsylvania; and, so far as concerns New York, about the only conse¬ 
quence of the Act of 1812 was the barrier it placed in the way of the incorporation 
of additional banks. 

Mai’eh 21, 1791, however, the Legislature incorporated the Bank of New York, 
which since 1784 had been doing business under articles of association drawn by 
Alexander Hamilton, to whose able management somewhat of the success of the 
institution in its early years was due. It was organized with a paid up capital of 
$900,000, which was shortly afterward increased by a subscription of $50,000 by the 
State. Its charter was several times extended, and it has passed through the vari¬ 
ous stages of experience which go to make up the banking history of the State of 
New York. In 1852, when its “ Safety Fund ” charter expired, it was reorganized 
under the free banking system, and in 1865, after further increase of capital, be¬ 
came a National Bank. 

Following the Bank of New York came the establishment of the Bank of Al¬ 
bany, in 1792, and, in 1793, the Bank of Columbia at Hudson. But in New York 
City the Bank of New York continued until 1799 to'monopolize the banking busi¬ 
ness. In that year under the leadership of Burr, the Manhattan Company ob¬ 
tained a perpetual charter ostensibly for the purpose of supplying the City of New 
York with water. The capital was $2,000,000, one-half of which was immediately 
employed in banking, the authority for which was contained in a clause permitting 
the company, in case it was found impracticable to employ the whole of its capital 
in the water works, to employ the surplus in any moneyed transactions and 
operations not inconsistent with the laws or constitution of the State. Since 1840 
the company has been purely a banking institution. 

In the next ten years six additional banks were chartered. The expiration of 
the charter of the first Bank of the United States in 1811 acted as an incentive to 
the establishment of new banks, and in 1811 and 1812 no less than nine were char¬ 
tered, the most important of which was the Bank of North America, whose capi¬ 
tal—$6,000,000—was paid in, $5,000,000 in stock of the Bank of the United States, 
and $1,000,000 in cash. By the terms of its charter, which was secured only after 
a most serious contest, the bank was required to pay a bonus of $400,000 to the 
State, and to make large loans to the State at any time it might require. Both the 
requirements were remitted a few years later, however, in consideration of the 
reduction of its capital to $4,000,000, and later to $2,000,000. 

The most of the charters granted during this period contained provisions au¬ 
thorizing the colleges of the State (Hamilton, Union and Columbia) to subscribe 
for portions of the stock, and in many the State itself was authorized to be a sub¬ 
scriber. The maximum of debts to be contracted was limited to three times the 
amount of the capital stock. 

The following table shows the name, date of incorporation, etc., of each of the 
nineteen banks chartered in the period now under discussion : 
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Of the nineteen banks, therefore, incorporated under special charters in the 
twenty-two years commencing with 1791 not one had failed during the period ; and 
when in 1865 their circulation was suppressed by the ten per cent tax fifteen of them 
were still enjoying a career of continuous success. Fourteen of them had thrived 
alike under their special charter, a safety fund charter, and the free banking sys¬ 
tem ; and from these, the old state banks, was derived the early strength of the 
National Banking system, which so many of them promptly entered. 

The circulation of each bank was unlimited and practically unguarded. The 
Restraining Act of 1804 prohibited banking by unincorporated companies, and de¬ 
clared their notes to be absolutely void. 

Period 1812-1829. 

As noted above, the withdrawal of the capital of the Bank of the United 
States upon the expiration of its charter in 1811 opened a new field for banking. 

In August and September, 1814, the banks throughout the country west of 
New England suspended specie payments, which were not resumed until early in 
1817, when the action of the newly chartered second Bank of the United States 
led the way to a general resumption. In the interval there had been a very con¬ 
siderable expansion of bank issues. For example, in the country as a whole, 
Mr. Gallatin estimates! that within the first fifteen months after the suspension, 
the State bank circulation increased from $45,500,000 to $68,000,000. Difficult as 
it is to secure the statistics as to other States, there is none in regard to which 
there is so little basis for estimate as New York. Except as to the number of 
banks and amount of incorporated capital, there are almost no data obtainable 
as to the condition of its banks prior to 1830. Secretary Crawford, in a report to 
Congress in 1820, states that the circulation of the banks in New York State in 1819 
amounted to $12,500,000. 

The following table gives the names, date of incorporation, capital, etc., of the 
twenty-four banks chartered during this period, the career of which was only less 
noteworthy than that of their predecessors noted above : 

t Considerations on the currency and barking system of the TJ. S., p. 886. 
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Niagara, at Buffalo, incorporated in 1816. All charters subsequently granted con¬ 
tained such a requirement. 

Governor Clinton, in his message to the Legislature in 1818, called attention 
to the extreme looseness of the system after the close of the war, and pointed out 
the evils and abuses that had arisen, though suggesting no remedy. 

“The Restraining Act of 1804, to which reference has been made, passed with 
the special object of preventing the Merchants’ Bank of New York from contin¬ 
uing business without a legislative enactment, prohibited any person under a 
penalty of one thousand dollars, from subscribing to or becoming a member of 
any corporation for the purpose of receiving deposits or of transacting any other 
business which incorporated banks may or do transact by virtue of their acts of 
incorporation. This restraining law is said to have been passed through the aid of 
influential men who controlled and were interested in banking corporations then 
in existence. This law, as is seen, prohibited associations of persons from doing a 
banking business, but it did not specifically prohibit individuals or incorporated 
institutions from engaging in banking and issuing notes, which they did in denom¬ 
inations as low as six, twelve, twenty-five, fifty and seventy-five cents, as well as 
bills of greater value. At the close of the war of 1812 this had become an evil of 
great magnitude. Among those engaging in this business were the Bankers’ Ex¬ 
change Bank, Utica Insurance Company, Little Falls Aqueduct Association, Cats- 
kill Aqueduct Association, small notes of Benj. Rathbone, Calvin Cheeseman and 
a host of individuals and corporations, tavern-keepers, glass makers, merchants, 
turnpike companies, etc. To put a stop to this the Restraining Act of 1818 was 
passed, which provided that no person, association of persons, or body corporate, 
except such bodies corporate as were expressly authorized by law, should keep an 
office for the purpose of receiving deposits or discounting notes or bills, or for 
issuing any evidence of debt to be loaned or put in circulation as money. The law 
of 1804, thus amended, remained upon the statute books for thirty-two years, and, 
after various unsuccessful attempts, was finally repealed in 1837, one year before 
the passage of the Free Banking Law.”* 

It has been seen that the conservative banking in the period before the war of 
1812 was attended by no bank failures; the looseness of the following years 
brought in its train the eight failures noted above. 

No detailed information as to either the causes, circumstances or results of 
these failures is obtainable. 

“SAFETY FUAD” K VAK AOTES. 

In the years 1826, 1827 and 1828 no bank charters had been granted ; while of 
the forty then in force, thirty would expire between 1829 and 1833. The banks 
were making most strenuous efforts to secure the renewal of their privileges 
“ without conditions or restrictions, or, as the bank men expressed it, with clean 
charters ; ” but so strong an opposition had meanwhile developed that in none of 
the several attempts made in 1828 to extend the charters of various banks was the 
requisite two-thirds vote secured. 

In his message to the Legislature in 1829 Governor Van Buren called attention 
to the opportunity for reform given by the expiration of so many charters, and 
briefly outlined in general terms a plan for the improvement of the banking 
system of the State, which he said had been presented to him by Mr. Joshua For¬ 
man, of Syracuse. This plan was more fully described by Governor Van Buren in 
a second communication to the Legislature, Jan. 26, 1829. In brief it contem¬ 
plated a fund “to be raised from an annual payment of all the banks, according to 
capital, to be applied to the payment of the debts of such banks as shall fail; to 
go on accumulating until it shall amount to $500,000 or 11,000,000 ; and when 
diminished by payments, to be brought up by further contributions. As to the 
origin of the idea, Mr. Forman himself says : “ The propriety of making the banks 
liable for each other was suggested by the regulations of the Hong merchants in 
Canton, where a number of men, each acting separately, have, by a grant of the 
Government, the exclusive right of trading with foreigners, and are all made liable 
for the debts of each in case of failure. The case of our banks is very similar; 
the}' enjoy in common the exclusive right of making a paper currency for the 
people of the State, and by the same rule should in common be answerable for 
that paper. This abstractly just principle, which has stood the test of experience 
for seventy years, and under which the bond of a Hong merchant has acquired a 
credit over the whole world not exceeded by that of any other security, modified 
and adapted to the milder features of our Republican institutions, constitutes the 
basis of the system.” 

Legislation. 

The recommendations of Governor Van Buren were favorably received by the 
Legislature, and were made the basis of the Act of April 2,1829, commonly known 
as the “Safety Fund” Act.f 

* 4. J. Knox, ill Ji/imlrf Journal of liilnkhu/, April, IK'.K, p. :i(i7. 
t Laws of 1829, Chap. 94, “ An Act to create a fund for the benefit of the creditors of certain moneyed 

corporations, and for other purposes.” 
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1829.—The leading provisions of this act were that every bank thereafter 
established, or thereafter securing an extension of its charter, should pay to the 
Treasurer of the State, annually a sum equal to one-half per cent, of the capital 
stock of the bank, until the payments should amount to three per cent, of the 
capital stock. The “Bank Fund” thus created was to be invested by the State—a 
part of the income being used to pay the salaries of the Bank Commissioners', the 
remainder being paid over to the contributing banks as a. dividend upon tlieir 
respective contributions—and was to be “ inviolably appropriated and applied to 
the payment of such portion of the debts, exclusive of the capital stock, of any of 
the said corporations which shall become insolvent, as shall remain unpaid after 
applying the property and effects of such insolvent corporations, as hereafter pro¬ 
vided.” The method of procedure provided for by the act, in case of a failure, 
was, First: The distribution of the assets of tlie bank in the customary way; 
Second: After all the assets should have been turned into money, and the final 
distribution thereof made among the creditors, a Court of Chancery should enter 
an order, showing the amount necessary to discharge the remaining debts, and 
authorize the Comptroller to pay such amount from the Bank Fund. Then, and 
not until then, could any part of the fund be applied to the purpose for which it 
was designed. Finally, whenever the fund should be reduced by such payment, 
the Comptroller should call upon the banks for additional contributions to the 
fund—not to exceed, however, one-half of one per cent, annually—to be continued 
until the fund should once more be made equal to three per cent, of the capital 
stock of the banks. 

The act also authorized the appointment of three Bank Commissioners, and 
contained provisions limiting the circulation to twice the capital stock actually 
paid in, and the loans and discounts to two and one-half times the capital stock. 

1837.—The act of May 8th, 1837, enabled the authorities to take such 
measures as might be necessary for the immediate payment of the notes of 
any insolvent bank whose liabilities in excess of assets should not exceed two-tlnrds 
of the Bank Fund and allowed the Comptroller to use his discretion as to the 
measures to be employed. The method actually adopted, in most cases, was the 
redemption, by the Comptroller in Albany, of the notes of any failed bank, due 
notice to all being given by publication. After the other creditors of the bank 
should be satisfied, the amounts thus paid from the Safety Fund in the redemption 
of bills, were to be repaid to the Comptroller from the remaining assets of the 
bank, if sufficient funds remained. At the final settlement of the affairs of the 
bank in this way, if the remaining assets should prove insufficient to fully reimburse 
the Bank Fund, the solvent banks should then be called upon to renew their con¬ 
tributions until the deficiency should be made good. 

By the act of May 16, 1837—the act which authorized the suspension of specie 
payments—the amount of circulation permitted to be issued was restricted to 
$150,000 on $100,000 capital ; $ >00,000 on $200,000 capital ; $800,000 on $1,000,000 
capital, $1,200,000 on $2,000,000 capital, etc.* 

1840. —By the act of May 14, 1840, all banks except those located in New 
York, Brooklyn or Albany, were required to arrange for the redemption of their 
notes in New York or Albany, at not to exceed one-half of one per cent, discount. 

1841. —The Bank Commissioners in 1841, after one or two serious failures 
had occurred, proposed : 

(1) That the application of any portion of the fund to the redemption of notes 
of any insolvent bank should be considered as an absolute reduction of the fund, to 
reimburse which the banks should be required to renew their contributions to the 
Safety Fund immediately; or, 

(2) That the receiver shall sell at public action, after a short, stipulated period, 
the assets of the bank, and make the final dividend, with a view to bringing the 
case as speedily as possible within the provisions of the law of 1829. 

The first of these provisions was subsequently adopted by the Legislature,! 
so that when the system was so severely shaken by the failures of 1841 and 1842, 
the Comptroller had authority to compel the banks to renew their contributions to 
the fund at once—an authority which he was not slow to utilize. 

4842.—April 12, 1842, when nine Safety Fund banks had failed, an act was 
passed providing that after the payment of the liabilities then charged against the 
fund, it should thereafter be applied only to the payment of circulating notes of failed 
banks. In anticipation of the facts which will be brought out later, it may be said, 
however, that the total remaining contributions of all the banks until the expira¬ 
tion of their charters, at various dates between 1845 and 1865, were hardly more 
than sufficient to pay the amounts charged against the fund at the passage of this 
act; so that the change came too late to be of any practical benefit in the adminis¬ 
tration of the system. It was hardly more than the recognition of the fact that a 
serious mistake had been made. 

The Act of 1842, also authorized the redemption of the notes of insolvent 
banks in the order of the injunctions granted against them, continued the 

Act of May 86, 1841, ch. 898, sec. 5. ~ See p. 13. 
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contributions from the banks, and provided that the annual contributions for the 
next four, five, or six years might be commuted by advance payments made in the 
notes of any insolvent bank at par, with an allowance of interest at the rate of 7 
percent, to such dates as the contributions would regularly have become due. 
This provision, it will be noted, made a practical exception to the previously pre¬ 
scribed rule that the notes of all banks should be redeemed from the fund in the 
order of the injunctions, inasmuch as it allowed the notes of the bank last failing 
to be redeemed in this way alongside the notes of the earlier cases. This was an 
advantage accruing only to the banks; individuals holding the notes of the banks 
last failing could obtain no benefit from it. 

1843.—In 1843, to guard against over issues, an act was passed providing for 
the substitution of notes registered and countersigned by the Comptroller, to be de¬ 
livered to the banks in blank, for' the hitherto unrecorded issues—their original 
plates being surrendered by the banks. The office of Bank Commissioner was 
abolished at this time, and the duties of that office assigned the Comptroller, to 
whom each bank was required to make quarterly reports. 

1845. —By the Act of April 28, 1845, the Comptroller was authorized to issue 
.stock on behalf of the State, redeemable from subsequent contributions to the 
Bank Fund, with which to secure funds promptly to settle with the creditors 
of the eleven Safety Fund banks which were then insolvent. 

1846. —The next step of importance in the development of the bank-note cur¬ 
rency of the State was the Constitution of 1846, making the notes a first charge 
upon all the assets of any bank or banking association, and making the stock¬ 
holders individually responsible, each to the amount of the stock held by him, for 
all debts or liabilities contracted after January 1, 1850. 

1848.—By the Act of April 12, 1848, it was provided that any bank with a 
capital of more than $200,000 might issue notes up to the amount of capital paid in. 
The increase thus authorized was required to be secured by pledge of stocks in the 
same manner as the notes of “ Free Banking” associations. 

1866.—By Act of April 13, 1866, the Superintendent of Banking was directed 
apportion the remnant of the Safety Fund then in his hands to the payment of 

•circulation of failed banks still outstanding. 

Experience. 

During the same session of the Legislature in which the original act of 1829 
was passed, sixteen banks were rechartered iti accordance with its provisions, and 
eleven new banks, also subject to this law, were established. The New York City 
banks at first refused to accept charters under the law, though they were glad 
enough to do so later on, when it became apparent that it would be impossible for 
them to secure any extension of their charters except under the “ Safety Fund” 
Act. In 1830, nine new banks were chartered; in 1831, eight (all New York City 
banks) were re-chartered, and nyje were newly established; in 1832, two were re- 
ehartered and seven were chartered ; in the years 1833 to 1836, inclusive, twenty- 
eight new banks were chartered. In 1836 the capital of one bank—the Dutchess 
County Bank—was increased to $450,000, and the bank placed under the provisions 
of the Safety Fund law, although the period of incorporation was not extended—it 
having then nine years yet to run. In 1839, two banks whose charters were about 
to expire were rechartered under the provisions of the Safety Fund law—their ex¬ 
istence being continued until July 1st, 1845. This makes a total of ninety-three 
banks, with an aggregate original capital of nearly $38,000,000, either established 
or re-chartered under this act; although the largest number ever in operation at 
any one time was ninety-one, with an actual capital of $32,951,460. 

The table below contains the name, amount of capital, date of incorporation 
or re-incorporation, and expiration of charter of each of these banks—the names of 
banks which afterwards failed being put in italics. 

BANKS CHARTERED AND RECHARTERED BY THE STATE OP NEW YORK UNDER THE 
SAFETY FUND SYSTEM. 

. Expired. Name of Bank' Location. 

. Jan. 1,1855.1 
“ 1850. ... 
“ 1853. 
“ 1855..... 
“ 1856. 
“ 1853. 

“ 1853. 
. See Note A. 
. Jan. 1, 1853. 

“ 1851. 
“ 1851. 

... «.* 1856..... 

Banks Rechartered. 
Bank of Albany. 
Bank of Auburn. 
Bank of Catskill. 
Central Bank. 
Bank of Chenango. 
Farmers’ Bank.. 
Dank of Geneva. 
Jefferson County Bank. 
Mechanics’ & Farmers’ Bank. 
(Middle District Bank). 
Mohawk Bank. 
Bank of Newburgh. 
New York State Bank. 
) Ontario Bank I 
l and branch ( . 

Albany . 

Catskill. 
Cherry Valley. 
Norwich. 
Troy . 

Watertown. 
Albany. 

Schenectady . 
Newburgh. 
Albany . 
j Canandaigua I 
I and Utica (•••■ 

150,000 
130,000 
1-20,000 
278,000 
400,000 
200,000 
442,000 

(500,000) 

140,000 
868,000 
500,000 
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Bank of Utica. 
. ..Bank of America. 

July 1, 1852.City Bank. 
Jan. 1, 1855. Mechanics’ Bank. 

“ 1855. Bank of New York. 
“ JS57. Merchants’Bank. 
“ 1855.Tradesmen’s Bank. 
“ 1853. Union Bank. 
“ 1854.| Phoenix Bank. 

July 1,1855. Bank of Lansingburg. 
Jan. 1,1862_ Bank of Orange County. 
July 1, 1845. Dutchess County Bank. 

1 Long Island Bank. 
IBank of Rochester. 

Banks Chartered. 
! National Bank...-. 
Canal Bank of Albany. 

iBank of Genesee. 
Bank ot Ithaca. 
Lockport Bank. 
Merchants’ & Mechanics’ Bank... 
Merchants’ Exchange Bank. 
Bank of Monroe. 
Ogdensbnrgh Bank. 
Wayne County Bank. 
Bank of Whitehall. 
Butchers' & Drovers’ Bank. 

ienwich Bank. 
dson River Bank. 

„ ingston Comity Bank. 
Mechanics’ & Traders’ Bank. 
Onondaga County Bank. 
Otsego County Bank. 
Bank of Poughkeepsie. 
Saratoga County Bank. 
Broome County Bank. 
Bank of Buffalo. 
Chautauqua County Bank. 
Madison County Bank.— 
Montgomery County Bank. 
Oswego County Bank. 

July 1,1857... 
Failed 18)8... 
Jan. 1, 1852... 

“ 1850... 
See Note B .. 
Jan. 1, 1854... 
June 4,181!)... 

Failed 1810... 
June 14. 1851). 
Jan. 1,1853... 
June 4, 1855.. 

Jan. 1, 1857.. 

Failed llll!!! 
Jan. 1, 1800... 

Failed 1842... 
Ian. 1, 18(10... 
June 1,1801... 
Failed 1857... 

. Jan. 1, 18(56... 

Ulster County Bank. 
Yates County Bank. 
Brooklyn Bank. 
Essex County Bank. 
Leather Manufacturers’ Bank....» 

of Rome. 
Bank of Salina. 
Schenectady Bairk. 
Steuben County Bank. 
Cayuga County Bank. 
Chemung Canal Bank. 
Herkimer County Bank. 
Lewis County Bank. 
Seneca County Bank. 
Seventh Ward Bank. 
Troy City Bank. 
Westchester County Bank. 
Albany City Bank. 
Commercial Bank of Buffalo. 
Commercial Bank of New York_ 
Farmers’ <fc Manufacturers’ Bank.. 
Highland Bank. 
Lafayette Bank. 
Bank of Orleans. 
Socket's llarhor Bank. 
Atlantic Bank. 
City Bank of Buffalo. 
Clinton Co >nty Bank. 
Commercial Bank of Osweao. 
Kingston Bank. 
Bank of Lyons. 
Oneida Bank. 
Bank of Ovvego. 
Rochester City Bank. 
Bank of the State of New York. 
Tompkins Comity Bank. 
Walervliet Bank . 

. Lan“ingburg— 

. Poughkeepsie.. 

. Brooklyn. 

. Rochester. 

,. Batavia. 
,. Ithaca. 

. Lockport. 
,. Troy. 
.. New York,... 
,. Rochester_ 

. Ogdensburg.. 
.. Palmyra. 

.. nudson. 

.. Genesee. 

.. New Y’ork. 

.. Syracuse. 

.. Cooperstown... 

.. Poughkeepsie.. 

.. Waterford. 

.. Binghamton_ 

.. Buflalo. 

.. 'Jamestown. 

.. Cazenovia. 

:: oswDegon.'. 
.. Catsklll. 
.. Kingston. 
.. Penn Yan. 
.. Brooklyn. 

.. New York. 

.. Salina. 

.. Schenectady ... 

. .Auburn. 

.. Elmira. 
Little Falls. 

n York.. 
Wat 

Troy. 
Peekskill. 
Albany. 
'Buffalo. 
New Yo;k. 

. Poughkeepsie. .. 

.'Newburgh. 

. New Y’ork. 

. Bucket's Harbor 

. Brooklyt. 

.'Buffalo. 

. Plattsburg. 

. | Oswego..'. 

. Kingston. 

Rochester... 
New York.. 

$440,000 
600,000 

2,001,200 
720,000 

2,000,000 
1,000,000 
1,41)0,000 

400,000 

600,000 
300,000 
250,000 

300,000 
100.000 
200,000 
100,000 
300,000 
150,000 
300,000 
100.000 
100,000 
100,000 
500,000 
200,000 
150,000 
100,000 
200,000 
150,000 
100,000 

.100,000 
100,000 
150,1100 

100,000 
600,000 
100,000 
150,000 
150,000 
150,000 
250,000 
200,000 
200,000 
100,000 
200,000 
500,000 
300.000 
200.000 
500,000 
400,000 
500,000 
300,000 
200,000 
500,000 
200,000 
200.000 

200,000 
200,000 
400,000 

Total, 93 banks. Aggregate capital.$33,551,460 
Note A —The Middle District Bank ought hardly to be included in this list, as it failed in 1829, 

just after its charter was extended, but before the first contributions to the Safety Fund were due, and 
before its liabilities could become a charge upon the Fund. 

Note B.— Charter of the Lockport Bank annulled by the Legislature in 1837. 
Note C.—The location of Sacket’s Harbor Bank was changed in 1852 to Buffalo, and its name shortly 

afterwards changed to “Reciprocity Bank." 
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FIRST RESORT TO THE SAFETY FUND. 

The first occasion for the use of the Safety Fund occurred in 1837. Early in 
May of that year injunctions were issued against three banks in Buffalo—the City 
Bank of Buffalo, the Bank of Buffalo and the Commercial Bank of Buffalo. Im¬ 
mediately upon the passage of the Act of May 8, 1837, mentioned above, the Chan¬ 
cellor authorized the Comptroller to take such measures as he might deem neces¬ 
sary for the immediate payment of the ordinary notes of these banks. 

Their outstanding circulation at the time was reported by the Bank Commis¬ 
sioners to be: 

Bank of Buffalo. 
Commercial Bank of Buffalo 
City Bank of Buffalo. 

$111,234 
174,782 
127,845 

Total .$413,961 

The “ measures deemed necessary” by the Comptroller were to authorize and 
give public notice that the bills of those banks would be received in payment of 
canal tolls and all other debts to the State; a measure which gave general credit 
to the bills in actual circulation. Between May 8 and June 30 there had been 
redeemed from the Bank Fund, of the notes of the Bank of Buffalo, $31,815 ; of 
the Commercial Bank of Buffalo, $18,173 ; and of the City Bank of Buffalo, $34,495. 
These advances, together with interest at 7 per cent., were repaid to the Safety 
Fund by the several banks on whose account they had been made. 

In the same year the charters of two banks were repealed by the Leg¬ 
islature. These were the Sacket’s Harbor Bank (charter repealed May 13, 1837) 
and the Lockport Bank (charter repealed May 15, 1837). On the 30th of May 
orders similar to those issued in the case of the Buffalo banks were issued authoriz¬ 
ing the Comptroller to take measures for the immediate payment of the bills of 
these banks, after providing for the payment of the bills of the three banks against 
which prior injunctions had been granted. The reported circulation of the 
Sacket’s Harbor Bank at the time was $154,553; and that of the Lockport Bank, 
$65,173. 

“ Notice was immediately given by the Comptroller that the bills of those bank's 
would be received for canal tolls, and all payments to the State Treasury ; * * * 
and the Comptroller did not deem it necessai'y to make any other provision 
than that before alluded to for the redemption of these bills, until a general ar¬ 
rangement was entered into by the banks for redeeming their bills in New York City. 
When this took effect notice was given that the bills of the Sacket’s Harbor and 
Lockport banks would be redeemed at the bank where the Treasury deposits are 
kept in the city of Albany.”* 

The charter of the Sacket’s Harbor Bank was shortly afterwards revived and 
all the charges on the fund on adfcount of that bank were reimbursed by it as fol¬ 
lows: Notes redeemed, $93,361; accrued interest, $814.29; total, $93,175.39. 

The charter of the Lockport Bank, however, was not renewed. The amount 
of bills redeemed from the Fund was $36,168, in addition to which the bank itself 
redeemed at its own counters some $39,000. The trustees of the bank paid over to 
the Comptroller, for the benefit of the Bank Fund, $35,189.75, leaving unsettled a 
balance of $978.35, together with $3,031.75 accrued interest, which amounts were 
involved in controversy between the Comptroller and the bank. This was 
finally settled in 1841 by a special act of the Legislature which recognized the 
claim of the bank—the latter giving satisfactory security for the l’edemption of all 
its outstanding notes, and pledging itself to indemnify the Bank Fund against all 
claims upon it on account of any debts of the bank. The Safety Fund was there¬ 
fore practically intact in 1840 when the first really serious failures occurred and 
stood at $870,615.76. 

DISASTROUS FAILURES. 

In the years 1840-43 there came following, one upon another, eleven important 
failures, viz: 

(1.) City Bank of Buffalo. 
(2.) Wayne County Bank. 
(3.) Commercial Bank of New York. 
(4.) Bank of Buffalo. 
(5.) Commercial Bank of Buffalo.. . 
((!.) Commercial Bank of Oswego... 
(7.) Watervliet Bank. . 
(8.) Clinton County Bank. 
(9.) Lafayette Bank. 
(10.) Bank of Lyons. 
ill.) Bank of Oswego. 

..Feb. 3, 1840. 

..Dec., 1810. 

..Sept., 1841. 

.’.‘Nov.‘i5, 1811. 
..Dec. 7, 1841. 
..Mar. 9, 1812. 
. .Apr. 9, 1812. 
. .Feb., 1842. 
..Sept, 13, 1812. 

, 1842. 

In the case of the first three of these the Comptroller at once proceeded, in 
accordance with the Act of 1837, to redeem the notes as fast as presented. By the 

* Comptroller’s Report, 1838, p. 16. 
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contributions of the banks id January, 1841, the fund was brought up to about 
$914,000. 

From the terms of the Act of 1837 the Comptroller considered it manifest that 
the immediate redemption of notes of failed banks was to be provided for only so 
long as one-third of the Bank Fund should still be left untouched and that until 
further contributions were made to the fund he had at Ins disposal, for the purpose 
of redeeming notes, only two-thirds the aggregate contributions up to date, or less 
than $610,000. When the Commercial Bank of New York failed in September, 1841, 
$427,876 of this had already been exhausted in the redemption of the notes of the City 
Bank ot Buffalo and the Wayne County Bank. The redemption of the bills of the Com¬ 
mercial Bank of New York took $118,631 more before the close of the year. This 
left the Comptroller only about $60,000 from the amount he felt authorized to 
apply to this purpose, and when the Bank of Buffalo failed in November, 1841, 
with a reported circulation of $290,000,* the Comptroller expressed his belief that 
there was no legal authority for undertaking the redemption of the bills of this 
bank. 

The Bank Commissioners, however, interpreting the law to mean that the 
redemption of notes should be provided for if the liabilities, over and above the 
assets, did not exceed two-thirds of the balance of the bank fund then unexpended, 
authorized the Comptroller to take measures for the payment of the notes of the 
Bank of Buffalo. The immediate question in dispute was rendered of less import¬ 
ance by the fact that the Comptroller had already issued a call for a further con¬ 
tribution of % of one per cent, from each bank, to be paid on or before Jan. 1, 
1842, which added $161,899.19 to the fund. 

Though several other failures followed closely on that of the Bank of Buffalo, 
it was deemed impossible to utilize any portion of the Bank Fund for the redemp¬ 
tion of their bills, the balance then being only about $300,000—which must be set 
apart for the depositors and other creditors of the banks previously failed. 

At this juncture came the passage of the Act of 1842, permitting the banks to 
anticipate their annual contributions for the next four, five or six years by advance 
payments in which the notes of any of the then insolvent banks would be received. 

The banks quite generally took advantage of this provision, as considerable 
amounts of the bills of broken banks had collected in their hands, in most cases 
accepted at a considerable discount, and the opportunity to invest them at par in 
such shape that they would be drawing 7 per cent, interest was eagerly seized. 
Within the six months allowed them by the act sixty-four banks had paid up 
nearly half a million dollars, in the notes of the following banks—all of which 
became insolvent subsequent to the Bank of Buffalo : 

Commercial Bank of Buffalo.. 
Commercial Bank of Oswego.. 
Watervliet Bank. 
Lewis Countv Bank!. 
Bank of Lyons. 
Lafayette Bank. 
Clinton County Bank. 

Total. 

$188,528 
110,880 
98 877 

In addition to the $477,609 thus virtually redeemed from the Bank Fund, the 
Comptroller exchanged $109,000 of 7 per cent. Bank Fund stock for $60,000 in notes 
of the Bank of Buffalo, $20,000 in notes of the Commercial Bank of Buffalo, and 
$20,000 in current funds. 

In May, 1843, the Comptroller was enjoined from using any portion of the Bank 
Fund for the purpose of paying creditors of any bank that may have become insolv¬ 
ent since the failure of the Bank of Buffalo, without reserving enough to pay all 
the creditors of the Bank of Buffalo and the three banks whose failures had pre¬ 
ceded it. The object of this was, of course, to protect the interests of the depositors 
and other general creditors of the City Bank of Buffalo, the Wayne County Bank, 
the Commercial Bank of New York, and the Bank of Buffalo. Until all the debts 
of these four banks were provided for not even the notes of the banks that failed 
later could be redeemed. 

During the next year the Comptroller continued the redemption of the notes 
of the four first mentioned banks and by Sept. 30, 1844, the total redemptions—in¬ 
cluding also the amounts received in commutation of contributions to the safety 
fund and the amounts for which stock had been exchanged—amounted to $1,502,- 
170 ; while (lie bank fund on hand at the same date amounted to $145,493.72. 

In accordance with the Act of April 28, 1845, the Comptroller issued stock for 
the payment of which the future contributions of the remaining banks of the sys¬ 
tem were were pledged, and with the proceeds prepared to settle up all charges 
against the Safety Fund. June 6th, 1845, lie gave notice that he would redeem at 

* The actual circulation, as shown by subsequent developm 
+ The Lewis County Bank was temporarily enjoined during 

for its appearance here. It shortly afterwards resumed business 

was over $400,000. 
rt of the year 1842, which accounts 
hereafter redeemed its own notes. 
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par the outstanding notes of all insolvent banks, and between that date and Sept. 
30, 1850, he did redeem such as were presented—amounting to about $113,000—$37,- 
754 of which was by the issue of stock and the remainder by the payment of cash 
from the fund. This made the total redemptions on account of the notes of these 
banks, up to Sept. 30, 1850, as follows 

City Bank of Buffalo. 
Wayne County Bank. 
Commercial Bank of New York. 
Bank of Buffalo. 
Commercial Bank of Buffalo. 
Commercial Bank of Oswego.... 
Watervliet Bank. 
Clinton County Bank. 
Bank of Lyons. 
Lafayette Bank . 

$317, lor 
113,131 
139,837 
435,540 
186,861 
163,16a 
134,107 
71,896 
52,898 

Total .$1,614,577 

It would appear from la,ter reports that subsequent to 1850, some $725 was paid 
out in redemption of additional bills of these banks, but it is impossible to ascer¬ 
tain the individual banks to which this should be charged. 

PAYMENT OF OTHER CREDITORS THAN NOTE-HOLDERS. 

The °^. recognized the liability of the fund not only as towards the 
holders of the circulating notes, but also to the general creditors of the banks that 
had already failed, and provided the means for meeting their demands. It called, 
hrst, upon the several receivers to furnish estimates of the additional amounts re¬ 
quired to enable them to pay all their creditors, and directed the Comptroller to 
issue State stock to an amount sufficient to meet all the demands against the fund. 

in Dec., 1845, the receivers of six banks reported that the following amounts 
™dbe re<luii'ed to enable them to pay off their creditors : Bank of Buffalo, $150,- 
°0°Commercial Bank of Buffalo, $435,000; Watervliet Bank, $100,000; Commer- 

®mnonannkw J«°’000; Clinton County Bank, $142,000; Bank of Lyons, 
•>iuu,uuu, total, 151,017,000. 

The method of settlement followed by the Comptroller was, in general, taking 
^P^ue creditors of only one or two banks at a time, to pay all debts of less than 
$1,000 in cash, and issue stock in payment of all claims for larger sums. During 
the few months intervening between the passage of the Act and the close of the 
fiscal year, Sept, 30, 1845, he settled with all the general creditors of three banks, 
liquidating claims to the following amounts; Bank of Buffalo, $149,241.22- Com- 
mercial Bankof NewAoi'k, $146,129.23; Commercial Bank of Oswego, $78,351.63; 

rfn\ak-i!3«7o’i732; ,8~0f which *6,9’488 was by payments of cash from the Fund, and 
$304,233.69 by the issue of stock This was the first application of any portion of 
the Safety Fund to debts other than circulation. In the course of the next year the 
creditors of the Commercial Bank of Buffalo were settled with in full and a 

wm-^disposedor1^ ^ C1’editors of tbe other banks, which were shortly after- 

thaiPcircuilation^0ll0Win^ amounts had been paid out in settlement of debts other 

Wayne Cpunty Ban k. « rm <m 

Commercial Bank of Buffaio.. JoS’k I'd* 
Commercial Bank of Oswego.. .. 
Watervliet Bank . . 78,851.63 
Clinton County Bank.. 
Bank of Lyon8.::::::::::::::::::::: \5o;K 

T°tal.$1,088,109.21 

°f the whole eleven banks whose faiiures occurred so near together onlv two 
-the Lufayette Bank of New York and the Bank of Oswego-found themsel vis. 
able to settle with all their creditors and redeem all thoi,- 
calling upon the Bank Fund for assistance circulating notes without 

on hand, and estimated the 7Xro7the remaffiffig assets TsToUowI ^ ^ 
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Failure. 
Amount 

Realized. 
Amount of As¬ 

sets Unsold. Value of Unsold 
Assets. 

City Bank of Buffalo. 
Bank of Buffalo. 
Commercial Bank of Buffalo. 
Wayne County Bank. 
Bank of Lyons. 
Bank of Qswcgo. 
Clinton County Bank. 
Commercial Bank of New York. 
Wateivliet Bank. 
Commercial Bank of Oswego. 

$739,017.35 
1,221,843.30 

985,063.92 
293,970.39 
385.608.08 
213,353.25 
543,429.66 
858,471.68 
202,378.91 
507,173.36 

$166,576.08 
82,836.69 

172,863.64 
56,743.60 

32^693]00 
76,019.47 

303,338.74 
19,458.73 
80,652.59 

$570,000.00 1 $50,405.00 

246,200.69 
236,229.34 I 
163,813.00 
64,381.57 

301,405.96 
204,137.49 
94.087.19 1 

49,689.86 
22,627.53 
11,524.47 

12,752.65 
b 

10,525.15 

(a) Receiver of the Bank of Oswego unable tp affix any definite value to remaining assets. Thinks they 
will prove sufficient to pay all the debts of the bank by the following summer. 

(b) The Commercial Bank of New York had already realized enough to declare a dividend of 70S to its 
creditors. Impossible to assign values to remaining assets ; but thinks it quite probable that there will 
still be a deficiency to be met by the Safety Fund. 

After the assumption and settlement of the debts of the several hanks by the 
Comptroller, the conversion of the remaining assets into cash became slow. In some 
instances the receivers advertised and sold the assets at public auction, in which 
case the Comptroller usually appointed an agent to look after the interests of the 
Safety Fund and bid in such assets as seemed to be going at a sacrifice. In this way, 
in November, 1845, the Comptroller bid off for $16,900 assets of the City Bank of 
Buffalo of a nominal value of $470,000. Likewise the most of the remaining assets 
of the Watervliet Bank were bid off by the Comptroller. • In the cases where the 
receiver continued the slow process of collecting the assets, the proceeds, after 
expenses were deducted, were turned over to the Comptroller from time to lime, 
and where the assets themselves came into the hands of the latter, as fast as any¬ 
thing was realized from them it was turned into the Bank Fund. The amounts 
thus realized between 1845 and 1866 were a% follows : 

City Bunk of Buffalo. 
Watervliet Bank. 
Bank of Lyons.. 
Commercial Bank of Oswego. 
Commercial Bank of New Yo: k .. 
Commercial Bank of Buffalo- 
Banks not specified in reports... 

Total. 

$99,995.52 
13.258.52 
3,760.60 
2,392.33 
7,188.17 
5,000.00 

The Comptroller on several different occasions called attention to the fact that 
these assets were not being turned into money as rapidly of to so large an extent 
as they might be if in the hands of individuals, and requested authority to sell 
those still remaining in his hands for what they would bring. This authority, how¬ 
ever, was not given him, and considerable amounts that could probably have been 
collected if they had been given careful attention, were allowed to remain uncol¬ 
lected until the statute of limitations effectually cut off all hope of realizing any¬ 
thing further. 

To summarize the transactions between these insolvent banks and the Safety 
Fund and to present briefly the more important facts in regard to each, the fol¬ 
lowing will prove valuable: 

Capital Circula- ! 11 
Circulation 

outstandingat 
Payments from the 

Bank Fund. 
Receipts 

from 

Stock. allowed. 

1 5 5 |ssb 
payment of 

1 ot her debts. 

paid to 
Bank 
Fund. 

BALAXCK. 

City Bk.of Buffalo $400,000 $300,000 $268,922 
«’81 decs' ’ V 

$317,107 $99,995.52' $217,111.48 
100,000 150,000 1 144,392 113,131 $16,077.70 129,208.4 4 

Com. Bk. of N. Y. 500,000 350,000 
i 17,354 a | 

120,000 146,129.23 7,188.17 1 278,778.00 
Bank of Buffalo.. 201,000 200,000 195,760 j 265 000 1 

1 25,000 a f 435,510 149,241.22 584,781.22 
Com.Bk.ofBuff'lo 400,000 300,000 246,662 488,257 c 186,861 421,514.87 5,000.00; 606,375.8? 

{ 197,000 1 
Com Bk of Oswego 250,000 225,000 216,Q96 - 11,650 at 

( 21,537 6) 
163,162 78,351.63 2,392.33 239,121.3a 

Watervliet Bank. 250,000 225,000 114,510 134,107 77,484.09 33,258.52' 198,332.5? 
Clinton Co. Bk... 200,000 200,000 167,781 i 69^779 1 

] 80,424 a f 71,896 156,257.39 228,153.39 
Bank of Lyons... 200,000 200,000 80,825 109,000 52,898 40,053.08 3,960.60 88,990.48 
Lafayette Bank.. 
Oswego Bank.... 

500,000 
150,000 

350,000 
175,000 

38 38.00 
95*450 

6,482.24 

Total. $3,150,000 $2,675,000 $1,615,302 $1,088,109.21 $138,277.38! $2,505,133.3?', 

а. Claimed as belonging to the bank, mainly in. the hands of redemption agents. 
б. Held by other banks as collateral security. 
c. About $100,000 of these notes were claimed as being the property of the bank, held by others mainly 

as collateral security. \j 
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After the failure of these eleven banks, as already outlined, the Safety Fund was 
left in such shape as to afford little security for the circulation of the remaining 
banks, the future contributions being practically mortgaged to their full extent by 
the outstanding Bank Fund stock, amounting at one time to more than $900,000. 
To the extinguishment of this debt the annual contributions of the remaining 
banks were applied. 

Happily the failures of the remaining period were few, numbering but five. 
The Canal Bank of Albany, with a capital stock of $300,000, had outstanding in 

..Silly, 1848, when it failed, circulating notes to the amount of $185,531. But mean- 
w'hile the new Constitution of 1846 had made the circulating notes a first charge 
upon the assets. The receiver, accordingly, redeemed the circulation at once, and 
the Bank Fund, therefore, did not enter into the case at all. So far as can be ascer¬ 
tained, there was no depreciation of the notes in the hands of other banks or the 
public at the time of the failure. 

The Lewis County Bank which failed in November, 1854, was not so fortunately 
situated. This institution, located at Martinsburg, had a nominal paid-up capital 
of $100,000, and under the existing law was entitled to issue $150,000 circulation. 
How near it came to being a bank of issue, pure and simple, can be determined from 
its last annual statement previous to failure, which reported the liabilities to the 
public to be : 

Circulation. $148,545 
Deposits. 1,998 
Due other banks and corporations. 901 

Total. $151,504 
At the time the bank passed into the hands of the receivertliere were no liabili¬ 

ties whatever on accouut of deposits or oilier debts than circulation. 
Although it became apparent at once that the receiver would be unable to col¬ 

lect sufficient funds to redeem the notes of the bank, the Safety Fund could then 
afford no assistance. For, as has already been pointed out, all future contributions 
to 1 hat fund until after 1860 were pledged for the redemption of the Bank Fund stock 
which had been issued in 1845 and 1846 to settle with the creditors of the banks 
•which had then become insolvent. Twelve years later arrangements were made 
whereby the notes still outstanding were finally redeemed from the surplus of the 
Safety Fund after the payment of the stock issued against it. 

The crisis of 1857 brought in its train the downfall of three more safety fund 
banks, whose outstanding circulation at the time was reported as follows : 

Bank of Orleans. $200,000 
Keciprocity Bank . 159,577 
Tates County Bank. 148,958 

Total. $508,535 
In these cases, however, the assets were such as to enable a much larger part 

of the circulation to be redeemed. By 1866 the outstanding notes had been reduced 
in amount to: 

Bank of Orleans. g 7,59s 
Reciprocity Bank. 10,744 
Tates County Bank. 18,715 

Total. $37,057 
In his report for 1867 the Superintendent of Banking states the outstanding 

circulation of these four latest failures to have been reduced to $129,499. The sur¬ 
plus fund remaining at his disposal after the last of the Bank Fund stock had been 
provided for enabled lnm to declare a dividend of 40 % on these notes. But at the 
■end of the year so few of the notes had been presented—mainly owing, doubtless, 
to the destruction of the greater part of the notes of the Lewis County Bank in 
the twelve years that had elapsed since its failure—that the Superintendent was 
able to redeem in full the certificates for the unpaid 60 % given upon payment of 
the firstdividend to the bill-holders. There was then still left a balance of $13,144.19, 
winch was paid into the Treasury. A part of it was afterward paid to the represen¬ 
tative of the Bank of Oswego for excess of contribution in 1843. 

From the inception of the Safety Fund to its close the total contributions 
thereto amounted to $3,101,999.51; and the total payments therefrom—including 
not merely the circulating notes, hut, as to the earlier failed banks, all other liabili¬ 
ties, comprising depositors'accounts—amounted to less than $2,600,000, the re¬ 
mainder having been paid as interest for advances to the fund in 1845-6, to enable 
it to meet the extraordinary losses of that period. 

Defects and Remedies. 
Political Charters. 

The practice of granting special banking charters gave way in 1838 to a system 
of banks incorporated under general law—a change brought about largely by a 
widespread reaction against the corruption which had crept into the establishment 
and management of the specially chartered hanks during the previous decade. 
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It must be remembered that up to this time, in the State of New York, as in 
the greater part of the United States, banking' was a monopoly ; and the issue of a 
charter for bank purposes was the grant of an important privilege, for which con¬ 
cessions were occasionally required to be made the State, but which was more 
often included in the general distribution of the spoils of office among the friends 
of the dominant party in the Legislature. It is little wonder, therefore, that this 
became a favorite field for corruptionists, and that the legislative struggles over 
the granting of bank charters were oftentimes violent almost beyond descrip¬ 
tion. 

Even after the legislative battle had been fought and won, the distribution of 
the stock was still a matter for dispute. This was generally entrusted to the Bank 
Commissioners or to specially appointed agents, and was not often managed in such 
a way as to give the best of satisfaction.* 

Nor was this most unsatisfactory method of inaugurating banking corporations 
lacking in effect npon their subsequent career. The means and methods employed 
in their establishment led to unsound and often deceptive management. Many of 
the banks chartered when the scandal was at its highest were originally organized 
and subsequently managed by a few individuals solely with a view to profitable 
speculation in their stock. That the real strength of the system was in its older 
banks, and its weakness in those chartered under the conditions suggested above, 
may be gathered from a glance at the table on page 7, where the names of those 
banks winch afterward failed are printed in italics. It will be noticed that of the 
twenty-eight older banks rechartered and doing business under the safely fund sys¬ 
tem none failed. But of the sixty-four new banks chartered in the seven years 
following- lire passage of the Safety Fund Act no less than sixteen afterwards 
failed, and the charter of one other was revoked by the Legislature on account of 
its unbusinesslike transactions. 

Speculative Banking. 
Then, too, the period following the expiration of the charter of the Second 

United States Bank was one of excessive speculation. There was not only an undue 
expansion of the field of banking by which banks were established where no legiti¬ 
mate demand for them ever existed, but the speculative mania which had fastened 
upon nearly every branch of business involved the customers of every banking insti¬ 
tution, while the competition among banks themselves led to careless scrutiny of 
commercial paper. 

In this connection it will prove most instructive to recur to the table on page 
7. Of the forty-four banks newly chartered between 1829 and 1833, inclusive, 
seven afterwards failed; while of the twenty banks chartered in the speculative 
years 1834-36 no less than ten afterwards' became insolvent. That record—a 
mortality of fifty per cent.—shows more plainly than any extended discussion can 
do that the failures which so shook the system in 1841-42 are traceable more or less 
directly to the management of these institutions organized during the era of specu¬ 
lation commencing early in the thirties and culminating in the commercial crisis 
of 1837-1839. 

Over-issues. 

One of the first lessons learned was that the safety of the system demanded 
more perfect security against fraudulent over-issues of circulating notes. 

Until 1837 the circulation of the safety fund banks was limited by their charters 
to twice the amount of their capital stock. But by the act which authorized the 
suspension of specie payments, further limitations were placed upon the issue of 
notes, as follows: 

Capital. C'rcnlation. 
$100,000. .. $150,000 
120,000.. ... 100,000 

400,000 . 300,000 
In 1848 the limit in the case of banks of more than $200,000 capital was in¬ 

creased to the full amount of their capital. 
In the case of the City Bank of Buffalo (see table on page 11) the actual re¬ 

demptions from the Bank Fund after failure exceeded the lawful circulation by 
$17,107, and the previously reported circulation by nearly $50,000. In the case of 
the Commercial Bank of the same city it was ascertained that the amount of its 
bank notes out of its control at the time of the failure was $488,257—nearly twice 
the lawful issue—though in this case the larger part of the notes were returned to 

*On this point the Bank Commissioners, m their report for 1837, say : 
“ The distribution of bunk stocks created at the last session has in very few, if any, instances 

been productive of anything like general satisfaction. In most instances its fruits have been violent 
contention and bitter personal animosities, corrupting to the public mind and destructive of the peace and 
harmony of society.”' 
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the bank and the final redemptions from the Safety Fund fell within the prescribed 
limit. . 

But the most flagrant violation in the way of fraudulent over-issue occurred m 
connection with the Bank of Buffalo. This bank, having a capital of $300,000, was 
lawfully entitled to issue notes only up to that amount. The discovery that its 
issues were $13,000 in excess of this was one of the causes of the injunction 
granted in November, 1841. A thorough examination of the books and accounts 
of the bank led to the belief that there were about $390,000 outstanding. The exact 
amount was never definitely ascertained, but aside from any amounts that may 
have been lost or that received by the bank itself in the settlement of its affairs, 
the Comptroller redeemed from the Safety Fund no less than $435,540—$335,540 in 
excess of the maximum prescribed by statute. 

The over-issues of these two banks alone—the City Bank of Buffalo and the 
Bank of Buffalo—cost the Safety Fund $353,647 more than the maximum circula¬ 
tion to which they were entitled; while an examination of the affairs of all the 
insolvent banks showed that their actual outstanding circulation at the time of 
failure amounted in the aggregate to $600,000 more than that stated in their last 
annual returns, a difference much too great to be due to any actual increase in the 
circulation. 

The act of 1843 corrected the defect noted by providing- for issue by the Comp¬ 
troller in blank and registry of all State Bank bills. 

Application of the Safety Fund. 

The experience in this regard has been too fully given above to make it neces¬ 
sary here to do more than note how illogical was the original use of the Safety Fund 
to pay local depositors as well as note holders ; how disastrous in practice was the 
result, and how this was remedied. 

Mistaken Basis for the Assessment. 
The Safety Fund was to be made up and kept good by an assessment (when¬ 

ever required) of one-half of one per cent, per annum upo'n the capital of the co¬ 
operating banks. It was only in the most imperfect way that in the case of each bank, 
after 1837, its capital corresponded to its authorized circulation ; while almost exclu¬ 
sively it was the smaller banks which, deriving from their circulation the greater 
proportion of their profits, continually kept near the limit in this regard. As a conse¬ 
quence, not merely were the strong banks unduly burdened to guarantee the notes 
of the weak ones, but, since the assessment to be paid by each was unaffected by 
the amount of its outstanding notes, such assessment was no obstruction to in¬ 
crease of circulation. Had it been based instead upon the average amount of out¬ 
standing circulation, not merely would the law more promptly have provided 
against over-issues, but to some extent the tax itself would have been a brake upon 
excessive issues. Such were among the considerations which, at the verv outset, 
were the grounds for complaints by the larger New York banks, and which would 
doubtless have been remedied had not an entirely different system been adopted 
before the safety fund plan itself had been perfected. 

Results. 
As the weak points noted became apparent the Legislature was prompt to 

apply remedies, as noted in the chapter on legislation at pages 4-6. How ap¬ 
propriate and effective were the means thus adopted can perhaps be so well illus¬ 
trated in no other way as by the calculations below of what would have been the 
actual experience of the Safety Fund Act had it included from the beginning the 
features which, on the suggestion of experience, were adopted by amendment. 

In actual practice the Safety Fund was depleted by drafts not consistent with 
proper legislation ; and which were actually stopped by amendment of the law— 
too late, however, to prevent serious results: 

First.—As to obligations of banks accrued before April, 1843, the Safety Fund 
was used to pay depositors and other creditors, as’well as to redeem outstanding- 
circulation ; and $1,088,000 was thus used to pay debts other than circulation. 

Second.—Prior to 1843 there was no registry of notes or safeguards against over¬ 
issues. As a consequence there were redeemed from the Safety Fund $353,647 of 
notes in excess of legal issues, and a much larger amount in excess of reported 
issues. 

Third.— On account of these illegitimate drafts the Safety Fund had to be made 
good by loans, the interest on which before they were repaid from the proceeds of 
the annual %% assessments on bank capital was $500,000. 

Eliminating these alone, the following is a statement of what the results of the 
experience with the Safety Fund system would have been had the legislation before 
the failures of 1840-43 taken the form of the act as perfected by subsequent 
legislation 

Aggregate demands upon the fund : Circulation, $1,615,000, less $355 000 over¬ 
issues (which would then have been impossible), or $1,360,000. This demand, how¬ 
ever, would not all have accrued at once. $413,000 was on account of banks failing 
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prior to January 1,1841 ; $1,100,000 on account of banks failing prior to January 1, 
1842 ; and $1,360,000 for banks failing prior to January 1, 1843. Annual contribu¬ 
tions being resumed as soon as the fund was in any way depleted, in January, 
1841, it would have amounted to $1,076,000; $1,238,000 January 1, 1842, and 
$1,400,000 January 1, 1843. The Comptroller, being hampered by no necessity for 
reserving a part of the fund to pay general creditors, would have been free to 
redeem the outstanding notes of each bank immediately upon the granting of the 
injunction against it. There would, therefore, have been no cause for de¬ 
preciation of the bills of any of these banks ; but all would have been promptly 
redeemed at par. And after all note-holders were paid there would still have been 
a small surplus, which the regular one-half per cent, contributions of the banks 
would soon have raised to the required three per cent. Not only, therefore, would 
the fund have been adequate to meet, as it was presented, the circulation of the 
banks that failed in 1840-42, but would have afforded ample security for the 
circulation of the remaining banks until the expiration of their charters, redeeming 
at once and in full the notes of the four banks which failed in 1854 and 1857, and 
still leaving a surplus to be returned to the contributing banks upon the expiration 
of their charters. 

In this summary nothing is said of the first lien given the notes of an insolvent 
bank by the constitution of 1846, which alone would have reduced the charge 
"pon the Bank Fund by more than $800,000. 

Nor has the effect of the individual liability of bank stockholders, under the 
Constitution, accruing after 1850, been taken into account. 

And a most important factor is still to be noted. The natural effect of a system 
can be seen only when it is allowed its natural development. Had not the “ Free 
Banking” system been adopted in 1838, the Safety Fund assessments would, have 
been based on a constantly widening basis. As it was, they were paid on a con- 
stantly diminishing capital, as the charters of the Safety Fund banks expired. 

Taking these considerations into account, it is plain, as the result of calculation 
from experience of 36 vears (1829—1865), that, had the Safety Fund system—as 
perfected prior to and "in the constitution of 1846—been left untouched as that 
upon which New York State bank currency was based, not merely would every 
dollar of circulation have been kept good, but the total assessment to keep the 
fund good would have averaged less than %% on the banking capital, or about %% 
on the average circulation outstanding. 

Why the Safety Fund System was Superseded. 

The system of granting special charters had given rise to such abuses, 
both in the distribution of the stock of the safety fund banks and in their 
subsequent management by bank commissioners, whose appointment was within 
tl’A> field of political spoils, that the whole system was abandoned and in 1838, 
a general banking law enacted, under which indiyiduals or associations with 
requisite capital might engage in the business of banking by depositing with the 
Comptroller certain specified securities upon which circulating notes were issued. 
After the passage of this general law no new special charters were granted, though 
two of the older chartered banks after this entered the safety fund system with 
extended charters. . 

The safety fund system was thus the banking system of the State during the 
years 1829-38—all the charters granted in this period being under it; while from 
1838 until 1866, when the last charters expired, it was an organized, working system, 
existing alongside the banks incorporated under the general law. It is a fact per¬ 
haps worthy of notice that this abandonment of the system took place before 
any real failure had occurred to try its strength, and was not due to any failure of 
the safety fund to afford the requisite security to the bill-holder. On the contrary, 
upon each of the occasions when its assistance had been invoked—involving the 
redemption of the notes of five different institutions—it had met every require¬ 
ment ; all advances on account of the suspensions had either been entirely restored 
or were fast being repaid ; and not a dollar had been finally lost on any bank note 
issued under the system during the nine years it had then been in force. 

BO\D DEPOSIT SYSTEM—“FREE BAXKIXG.” * — 

For years prior to 1838 the political situation in New York had been such as to 
tempt criticism of Safety Fund banking* as something* for which the Federalists 
were responsible, and now the Democrats, after haying made the question an issue 
for several campaigns, found themselves in a position to put into legislation the- 
counter theories they had advocated. The Free Banking Act of 1838 was the re¬ 
sult; to the perfection of which was devoted such of financial experience and tact- 
as could then be utilized in behalf of a special security system. 

The Safety Fund law had been a comparatively nov.el application to banking 
of principles long familiar in the conduct of other business ; the Free Banking Act 
was the development of the rival principle of special security, which had main¬ 
tained from time immemorial in the banking business as- well. Had the Safety 
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Fund not been pre-empted by their political opponents there was no reason why the 
free banking advocates should not have adapted it to their plans. As it was, how¬ 
ever, their criticism had been too universal to make it easy for them to adopt any 
part of the system they had denounced. As a result, the Free Banking Act was 
carefully drawn, not merely to do away with the “monopoly” which had been de¬ 
nounced as an incident of the Safety Fund system, but to exploit as far as possible 
the theories opposed to those upon which it was based ; and, since the Safety Fund 
system still continued in operation, a most instructive experience, under similar 
conditions, of contrasting systems was the result. 

Legislation. 

1§38. The Free Banking Act, based upon a bill drawn by Abijah Mann, bears 
date of April 18, 1838. Under it individuals or associations were authorized 
to engage in the business of banking, and to receive from the Comptroller 
circulating notes in blank, duly registered and countersigned, upon depositing 
with him the stocks of the United States, of the State of New York, or of 
any other State approved by the Comptroller, made equal to a five per cent, 
stock of the State of New York, or bonds and mortgages on improved, pro¬ 
ductive, and unincumbered real estate, worth double the amount secured by 
the mortgage, and bearing interest at not less than six per cent, per annum. 
The banks might deposit stocks only, in which case the notes were printed in a 
manner to indicate that they were so secured ; or they might deposit half stocks and 
half bonds and mortgages, when that fact was likewise shown by the notes. 

By this general act each association desiring to operate under its provisions 
was authorized to fix its own corporate name; determine the amount of its capital, 
and the period of its corporate existence; designate the place* where its banking 
operations shall be carried on, and to provide by its articles of association for an 
increase of its capital, should it be so desired. 

Associations were required to have a paid up capital of $100,000. Individuals, 
being subject to unlimited liability in any event, were not required to show evi¬ 
dence of any special amount of paid up capital; and neither associations nor indi¬ 
vidual bankers were required to deposit any specified amount of securities. 

In case of failure or refusal on the part of the association or individual issuing 
notes to l’edeem them on demand at the place where they were made payable, after 
ten days’ public notice of protest for nonpayment, the Comptroller was authorized 
to apply the trust funds deposited for their security to the payment and redemp¬ 
tion of the notes. The State, however, was liable for nothing beyond the proper 
application of the securities pledged. 

Detailed semi-annual reports were required to be made. 
The act of 1838 also provided for a specie reserve of not less than 124- per cent, 

to be kept by each association, against its circulating notes. 
l@tO. By the act of May 14, 1840, all banks, banking associations, or indi¬ 

vidual bankers, except those located in New York, Brooklyn or Albany, were required 
to arrange for the appointment of agents in the city of New York or Albany for 
the redemption of their notes at a discount not exceeding one-half of one per cent. 

A wave of repudiation, or semi-repudiation, of State indebted ness having begun 
in 1839, as a result of which attention was drawn to the uncertainty and undesira¬ 
bility of stocks of other States as security for notes issued under the General Bank¬ 
ing act, the Legislature, by the act of May 14, 1840, excluded from future deposits 
all stocks except those issued by the State of New York. This, however, did not 
require the stocks of other States already on deposit to be replaced bv New York 
State stocks. * 

This same act provided that no association should commence the business of 
banking untjl.it had deposited with the Comptroller the securities required by law 
to the amount of $100,000, and effectually cut off the issue of post notes—a practice 
which was becoming quite prevalent—by an express inhibition against any banking- 
association or individual banker issuing any bill or note “ unless the same shall be 
made payable on demand and without interest.” 

The 124 per cent, specie reserve requirement was repealed by this act. 
[•*11. The provisions of the original act in regard to the application of “ the 

Said trust funds belonging to the makers of such protested notes to the payment 
and redemption of such notes” having been held to authorize payment in full of 
the holders of protested notes at the expense of the holders of the remainder of the 
circulation, the act of March 15, 1841, was passed, providing for the “ payment 2>r0 
rata, of all such circulating notes, whether protested or not.” 

By the act of May 26, 1841, annual reports to the bank commissioners were 
substituted for the semi-annual reports to the Comptroller theretofore required. Pro¬ 
vision was also made that any bank having redeemed 90 per cent, of its circulation, 
after two years’ published notice, should receive from the Comptroller any securi¬ 
ties he may hold for the payment of its unredeemed notes. 

1843." The “act to abolish the office of Bank Commissioner,” April 18,1843, 
substituted for annual reports detailed quarterly reports to the Comptroller. 
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1844. To guard more carefully the business of individual bankers it was pro¬ 
vided by the act of May 6,1844, that no individual banker shall receive circulating 
notes until be shall have deposited with the Comptroller the securities required by 
law to the amount of $50,000; that every such banker shall state in his reports 
what persons, if any, are interested with him; and shall file with the Comptroller “ a 
certificate, stating the town, city, or village, in which he resides ; and thereafter it 
shall not be lawful for such individual banker to transact business under said act 
in any other place than in which he resides.” 

1840. The new State Constitution required that provision should he made by 
law for all notes circulating as money, and for ample security for their redemption 
in specie; also that shareholders of note-issuing banks should be individually re¬ 
sponsible to the amount of their respective shares for debts contracted after Jan¬ 
uary 1, 1850; also that in case of insolvency bill holders should be entitled to pref¬ 
erence in payment over all other creditors of the bank, etc. 

1847. By the act of December 4th, 1847, the method of calling for quarterly 
reports was so changed as to require them to be made out after the first of each 
quarter for some day during the preceding quarter, then designated by the Comp¬ 
troller. 

1848. By the act of April 12, 1848, it was required that “ all banking associa¬ 
tions or individual bankers,” organized under the general banking law, “shall be 
banks of discount and deposit as well as of circulation, and the usual business of 
banking shall be transacted at the place where such banking associations or indi¬ 
vidual bankers shall be located,” as designated in certificate, “ and not elsewhere;” 
and in each report it is required to be stated that “the business of said association 
or banker has been transacted at such location.” 

This same act required that New York stocks thereafter deposited should be, 
or he made equal to, six jier cent, stock, instead of 5 per cent, as theretofore. The 
basis of mortgages was at the same time raised to seven per cent., in amount not 
exceeding two-fifths the value of the lands exclusive of buildings, and no mortgage 
to be for a greater amount than $5,000. 

1849. " The Legislature in 1849 (April 5) passed a comprehensive act providing 
for the enforcement of the double liability of stockholders of banks and banking 
associations subsequent to Jan. 1, 1850, in accordance with the Constitution of 1846. 

By the act of April 10th, 1849, United States 6 per cent, stock were admitted 
for deposit on equal terms with New York stocks, except that at least one-half of 
the stocks deposited must still be New York State stocks. 

1850. By the act of April 10, 1850, the method of final distribution of funds 
arising from sale of securities deposited by associations or individual bankers whicn 
shall have failed, was more definitely prescribed. After the expiration of six years 
after sale of the securities, the balance of the fund remaining after six weeks’ pub¬ 
lished notice, was to be put to the credit of outstanding certificates if the notes 
previously redeemed had not been redeemed at par; otherwise, turned over to the 
association by which they had been deposited. 

1851. By the act of April 12, 1851, “To organize a Bank Department, the 
appointment of a Superintendent of Banking was authorized, to whom all reports 
were thereafter made. 

By the act of April 15, 1851, the city of Troy was added to the redemption 
cities, and the maximum discount at redemption agencies reduced to one-fourth of 
one per cent. ' 

1863. By the act of April 29, 1863, bonds and mortgages were finally discarded 
as a basis for circulation, and securities for disposit restricted solely to stocks of 
the State of New York and of the United States, not more than two-thirds of which 
might be United States stock. 

Experience. 

By January 1, 1839, '48 persons or associations had filed the requisite certificates 
in the office of the Secretary of State. The amount of capital subscribed by them 
was $10,838,175, the total amount of stocks transferred as security for circulating 
notes by the 16 associations which had commenced operations was $1,1/0,090, and 
the total amount of mortgages transferred was $422,910; about $75,000 were rejected 
as unsatisfactory. The amount of circulation actually issued at that time, how¬ 
ever, was but $396,300. By December 1, 1839, the number of associations had in¬ 
creased to 133, of which 76, with a total capital of $21,000,000, and circulation of 
about $6,000,000, were in full operation. 

Already, however, it was evident that all would not be smooth sailing. The 
Comptroller, in his report for 1840, called attention to the fact that a sort of bank¬ 
ing mania seemed to prevail, at the extent and possible results of which the com¬ 
munity was becoming alarmed. One bank had already been wound up during the 
year, fortunately without loss to the bill holders ; and similar results in the case of 
two others were in prospect. The Comptroller, realizing that if in these early 
cases of failure the securities proved adequate to meet the circulation, additional 
confidence in the circulation would result, made every effort to secure that end. 
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Before the first of Januai’y, 1841, eight banking associations had ceased to do 
business. Four of these,* discontinued without loss to the holders of their circu¬ 
lating notes. The securities of one other—the Tenth Ward Bank—were sold and 
produced sufficient to pay 94 cents on the dollar. In the case of the bank of Tono- 
wanda the depreciation in the value of the securities was such that the dividend on 
the notes was but 68 per cent. Each of the other banks—The Farmers’ Bank of 
Seneca County and The Millers’ Bank (Clyde)—had two classes of bills in circula- 
lation ; those issued on the security of State stocks alone, and those based on State 
stocks and mortgages. In the case of each bank the proceeds of the securities were 
sufficient to redeem in full the notes issued upon the pledge of State stocks alone ; 
but of those secured by stocks and real estate, the notes of the Farmers’ Bunk were 
redeemed at 74 per cent, and those of the Millers’ Bank at 94 per cent. 

This, however, was only a beginning of the failures. Eighteen more followed 
in the course of the next year. Those notes secured by deposit of State stocks were 
redeemed at an average discount of 20 per cent., and those secured by stock and 
real estate at a discount of about 25 per cent. 

In 1844, the Comptroller reported that, up to that date, 93 free banks had de¬ 
posited securities and received and issued circulation. Of these, eight had volun¬ 
tarily closed business and retired their circulation. Twenty-six had failed, and their 
circulation, amounting to in the aggregate to $1,197,547, was taken up by the Comp¬ 
troller at an average of 76 cents on the dollar. The remaining 59 associations and 
individuals had on deposit with the Comptroller, New York State stocks amount¬ 
ing to $1,774,434; •stock, $52,000; cash, $17,731; stocks of Mich., Ind., U. S., III. 
Ark., Ala., Ky., and Me., of the nominal value»of $3,744,829, but then valued by the 
Comptroller at $2,745,156. f 

By 1848 the number of free banks was fifty-three, and of individual bankers 
fifty-one, with an aggregate circulation of $9,993,762 against securities amounting 
to $10,640,182. Of these securities, $7,627,092 were New York State stocks, $114,000 
United States stocks, $1,514,979 bonds and mortgages, and the remainder, except 
$49,906 cash, consisted of stocks of Illinois, Arkansas, Indiana, Alabama and 
Michigan. In 1848 the Legislature, admonished by the insufficiency of the security 
in the case of earlier failures, made a change in the law, requiring that thereafter 
only New York stocks, made equal to six per cent., and bonds and mortgages bear¬ 
ing seven per cent, interest on real esta te to the extent of two-fifths of the value of 
improved real estate, exclusive of the buildings thereon, could be received as 
security for circulation. 

Millard Fillmore, Comptroller, in his report dated December 30,1848, made just 
after his election as Vice-President of the United States, states that the average 
amount for which bonds and mortgages held as security for circulation had sold 
during the previous ten years was 67.71 per cent., while five per cent. New 
York State stock had sold at an average of 92.86 per cent. He recommended 
legislation providing for the gradual withdrawal of the bond and mortgage security 
and the substitution of New York State stocks.:): 

In his report for 1844 the Comptroller called attention to the fact that “during 
the past year a number of applications have been made for the establishment of 
individual banks at points remote from the general channels of business, and 
where no necessity seemed to exist for banking facilities. Many of these individual 
banks have originated in the City of New York, and some in Albany. * * * 
The redemption at a discount of one-half of one per cent, allowed by law is prob¬ 
ably one of the principal inducements for establishing banl s of this^ description. 
The notes are signed and circulated in the City of New York, and by fixing the 
place of redemption at some inaccessible point, the holder is compelled to go to the 
office where the note was really issued in Wall Street, and pay half of onepercent. 
for its redemption. If all the banks in the State were required to redeem their 
notes at par in the City of New York, the motive for multiplying these shaving 
shops would probably be removed.” 

Considerable importance attaches to the practice wThich had thus developed of es¬ 
tablishing banks for circulation purposes only, which did no real banking business. 
In a report made by a Senate Committee in 1845 the names of eight such associations 
are given, whose combined capital amounted to $377,000; loans and discounts, 
$37,920 ; and circulation, $545,000. “ It really could never have been the intent of 
the Legislature,” continues the report, “ to authorize the creation of such banks as 

* The Willoughby Bank (Brooklyn); The Farmers’ Bank 
Banking Co., and The Chelsea Bank. 

t Finding the small banks unsafe, the Legislature in 1„ 
securities to the amount of at least $50,000; and associations to 
entitled to any notes for circulation. 

; The Superintendent of Banks, in his report for 185f 
t hat all the bonds and mortgages tha“. ’- ’ ’ ' 
the passage of the Act of 1838, have n 

“ The experience of sixteen yei 
not prove to be a certain and ample 
mortgager— l'-- 
value.” 
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these; and if they now have legal existence, it can scarcely be deemed sound pol¬ 
icy to permit their continuance, or to sanction the establishment of others of like 
character.” 

The legislation of 1848, providing that “ all banking associations and indi¬ 
vidual bankers shall be banks of discount and deposit, as well as of circulation,” 
was an attempt to* do away with these “circulation” banks. It seems, however, 
to have been ineffectual.* 

Following is a tabular statement of data as to failed banks under Free Banking system. 

m Out- j Rate. Loss. 

Miller's Bk. of Clyde 
Farmers' Bank'of 

Seneca County.... 
City Trust & Bkg.Co. 
Ci elsea Bank. 
Allegany Co. Bank.. 

Bk. America, Buffalo 1841 
Bk. Commerce. Buff. J18II 
Bank of Lodi.. 

Bank of 01£an. 
Bk. Western N.Y... 
Binghamton Bank... 

Cattaraugus Co. Bk. 

Erie County Bank... 
Mechanics' Bk.,Buff. 
Merchants’ Exc. Bk. 
Phoenix Bank, Buff. 
Staten Island Bank.. 
St. Lawrence Bank.. 
Union Bank, Buffalo. 
U. S. Bank, Buffalo.. 
Washingt’n Bk.Buff. 
New York Bkg. Co.. 
State Bk. N.Y.,Buff. 
F’m’rs'Bk.of Orleans 
Cliuton Bank... 

$11,30:4 
15,485 .. 

f 137,380 5 
I 45,090 c 
I 27.343 i 
1 22,234 ( 

1,200 ( 
695a- 

( 23,346 b 
i 3,051 a 
j 09,920 b 

65*02 
I 31,76 
! 8,846 a 
I 50.124 b 
1 ,8,224 « 
I 16.325 b 
I 8,900 
) 53,019 b 
1 6,181 - 

( 40,475 
1 19,499 

46,150 
41,627 b 

2.V.IO i 
24,825 
2,582 i 

Bank of Brockport .. 1844 25,< 
Hamilton Bank. 1844 8,245 5 
F’m’rs’& D’vers’Bk. 11846, 5,971 a 
Atlas Bank, Clymer.|l848 -j * 
Walter Joy’s Bank. 1850 50,7'"' 

$1.468.245 

F’mers’Bk.On’ndaga 1852; 
Mer. & Mec. Bk.,Qs. 1853' 
Eighth Ave. Bank... 1854 
Bank of Carthage_1854 
Empire Cy. Bk ,N.Y. 1854' 
Exchange Bk., Buff. 1854: 
S. Bk. Sachet's liar.. 1856 
Island City Bank... .1857 
Hamilton Exc. Bk.. 1S57 
Ontario County Bk.. 1857 
Pratt Bank of Buff.. 18571 
Chemung Co. Bank.. 1857 
Pine Plains Bank ... 1857 
Dairymen’s Bank.... 1857 
Agric. Bk. Herkimer 18571 
Lake Mahopac Bk .. 1859 
Cataract Bank.18611 
Bank of Albany.1861 
Bank of the Capitol.. 1861 
J.W.Rumsey&Co.Bk 1861 
Nat. Bank of Albany 1861 
Medina Bank.1861' 
Brockport Exc. Bk.. 1861 

81,000 
88,000 

100,000 
53,643 

110,464 

66,956 
91,470 
80,528 
40,400 

12,150 
20,240 
6,000 

* This case is one of deterioration, during years of delay, in securities left to redeem a remnant of 
circulation, the bank having itself redeemed at par all of its circulation that it could reach, and the greater 
part of the $695 noted, never being in fact presented for payment. 

a. Secured by pledge of stocks alone. 
5. Secured by pledge of stocks and bonds and mortgages. 

Defects and Remedies. 

Ten years’ experience under the safety fund system made it possible to avoid 
from the very origin of the free banking system numerous mistakes which might 
otherwise have been involved. But even with this advantage the novel conditions 
resulting from the new legislation developed peculiar defects. 

First.—It was found that the acceptance of public stocks other than those of 
New York, tended to create a market in New York, to serve as a basis for bank 
circulation, for stocks which were otherwise-comparatively unsalable. As a 
consequence, when by the failure of banks depositing them, State officials attempted . 
to realize upon them, the result was disastrous, and note holders suffered heavy 
losses. 

*It is believed that this provision of tl 
received show that they are not banks of uiscuum, aim ‘■“■■■■s -V’.W ~?-v ---- ,v v .77 ~ 
mere nominal sum incorporated into their reports to comply with the form and not the spirit of the law 

They are mere banks of circulation, and arc established for that purpose alone The business of 
circulating their notes is done exclusively through agents and brokers m commercial cities distant from 
the location of the bank. In many instances, it is believed, the banker does not even sign the notes issued 
from this department and put in circulation, but gives that power to an agent. In this manner 
are evaded the provisions of the law of 1848, which makes it obligatory for banks and bankers to transact 
their usual business at the places where they are located. . ,. . „„„„„„ 

These banks afford no facilities to the business portion of the community, and In a time of nrarare 
or embarrassment in the money market, not unfrequently allow their notes to be discredited, thereby 
creating a panic and subjecting the bill holders to losses.—Report of Comptroller, 1851. 
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The following is a summary of the results of the sales of securities prior to 
Jan. 1, 1849 : 

$440,000 Indiana stock sold for. 
239.000 Illinois stock sold f r. 
176,000 Arkansas stock sold for. 
66,000 M ichigau stock sold for. 
70,000 Alabama stock sold for. 

257,555 New York stock sold for. 
472,988 Bonds and Mortgages sold for... 

49.08 per cent. 
49.18 “ 

$1,739,543. Total. $1,104,944.14, “ 63.51 “ 

Second.—A similar result attended the use of bonds with mortgage collateral 
as a basis for currency. On sudden forced sale, no matter how good the security, 
they were frequently sacrificed at less than their face. Again, it was found that 
ordinary precautions were not sufficient to insure a proper margin in steady value 
of real estate collateral above the bond to secure which it was mortgaged. 

Third..—.The business of currency issue being thus encouraged without reference 
to its connection with discount or other financial business, an incentive was offered 
to sanguine and visionary individuals to exploit their credit—with results scarcely 
less disastrous to themselves than to the community whose business they helped 
demoralize. 

Fourth.—The law encouraged petty banking under more or less amateur 
management, with the resulting certainty of frequent pettv failures however sound 
might be general conditions. 

Fifth.—No adequate distinction was made hetween security and availability. 
The result was that any serious strain must force upon the market a large amount 
of securities, the sale of which'below their par or valuation by the State officials 
was as inevitable as was the consequent result of somewhat of loss to noteholders. 

Sixth.—There was a tendency to rigidity of circulation. Though the securi¬ 
ties accepted by the bank department were in general procurable at such rates as 
did not involve either large premiums or peculiarly low interest, yet any prompt 
response to legitimate demands for more currency was none the less obstructed 
Experience elsewhere has shown that a 20 to 25 per cent, increase in the wants of 
a community at one season of the year above those of another is not unusual or 
abnormal. For the banks to create a new investment demand for securities equal 
to one-fourth or one-fifth of their circulation would be as sure to involve some¬ 
what of a rise in price as would the throwing of an equal amount of securities upon 
the market, when the currency was no longer needed, bring about a substantial 
depreciation. To make the process pay, interest upon the additional currency 
thus secured for the short time involved, must be sufficient, not merely to provide 
compensatory interest, but to make up for* the loss thus involved. ‘ In practice 
this was prohibitory, and increase of currency was ordinarily limited to such as 
might be obtained by the deposit of whatever securities a bank might happen to 
have; while the possession of securities involved a tendency to keep them on de¬ 
posit at the Bank Department, and to takeout the full amount of currency even 
during the season when there was little demand for it. The actual result was the 
natural one—a practical rigidity of free bank circulation—not, however, so great 
as has of late been the case under the National banking system, which the sacrifice 
involved in government bond investments, and the effect of Federal legislation 
intentionally prescribing rigidity, has left a petrifaction. 

Seventh.—There was an absolute lack of mutual support among the banks of 
the system. As a result, however it might be perfected without remedying this de¬ 
fect, from time to time, in individual cases, noteholders would suffer petty losses. 
Experience showed that this was the case, and the uncertainty thus kept alive as to 
the safety of well secured notes, was much more serious than the actual loss suf¬ 
fered. 

REMEDIES. 

The first defect noted was corrected by the act of 1840, to which reference has 
already been made, restricting the state stocks admitted on deposit to those of the 
State of New York alone (even United States stocks not being accepted until 1849), 
and the earlier basis—a 5 per cent, stock at par—having proved too high a rating, 
the act of 1848 raised the basis to 6 per cent. As to second, it was not until 1863 
that the Legislature went so far as to discard mortgages altogether as a basis for 
circulation ; but the terms upon which they might be accepted were earlier made 
so strict as effectually to discourage their deposit. The third and fourth of the 
defects noted were to a certain extent corrected by the legislation of 1840 and 1844 
requiring associations to deposit at least $100,000, and individual bankers at least 
$50,000, in approved securities before they could receive blank circulating notes. 

As to the fifth, sixth, and seventh of the points noted above no reform was mver 
had. As to the margin of availability, a mere limitation of notes to be issued to say 
90 or some other per cent, less than par or official valuation would be perfectly 
easy, and if carried to the proper extent would meet the difficulty. 

_ As to the comparative rigidity of the circulation, this is a defect involved in 
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the system itself, and, with all its faults, is not without somewhat of compensation— 
though it seems generally agreed that the balance of considerations is against 
rigidity. 

As to the seventh defect noted, the mutual support desirable to perfect in this 
regard the free banking system, would have been so much less than that necessary 
in the Safety Fund system (where such mutual support was the main security 
offered) that it could have been, and probably would have been, provided in some 
one of numerous practicable ways, which would not have been complicated in ad¬ 
ministration or burdensome to the banks. 

Results. 

In the case of free banking, as earlier in the Safety Fund experience, legisla¬ 
tion, to remedy such defects as were disclosed by experience, was on the whole 
prompt and effective, as noted at pages 16 and 17. 

It was during the first twelve years that were suffered most of the disasters 
which were afterwards made impossible. Abstracting as to banks which 
failed before 1850 the results shown at page 19, it is found that for twelve years, 
with an average circulation of $6,000,000, the actual loss to noteholders was for 
the whole period $326,000, or $27,200 per year—less than half of one per cent, 
on the average circulation. For the latter period, 1851-65, the total failures 
resulted in an average loss of $4,800 per annum upon an average circulation of 
$22,000,000 outstanding ; while the experience of the last few years seems to 
indicate that, with the exception of rare petty losses of a small part of the circula¬ 
tion of individual banks, there were no other against which to perfect the security 
of the system it was necessary to provide. 

In its experimental days the Free Banking system had made but a pooi- 
showing in comparison with its Safety Fund rival *; but after it had been 
perfected in the light of experiment, it was so nearly a secure system as to have 
been accepted with universal approval as the model upon which National banking- 
should be planned. 

SAFETY FUAD vs. BOXD DEPOSIT. 

(a) AS TO SECURITY. 
A comparison of the two systems so thoroughly tested in New York State.seems 

to leave little room for preference between them on the mere matter of security. 
From its very nature, being, as it were, a Lloyds Insurance system, the Safety 
Fund plan avoided from the first the one defect in this regard which in the case of 
of the Free Banking system remained uncorrected to the end—that of unsupported 
responsibility of individual petty institutions and of separate petty funds. 
The losses on this account had, however, proved so petty in the latter years 
of the Free Banking system, and so easy and certain would have been a 
remedy had the matter ever become a serious one, that it is hardly fair to consider 
it as a make-weight in the comparison. It may, therefore, be assumed that, in its 
perfected shape, each, the Safety Fund and the Bond Deposit system of New York, 
was satisfactory as regards the security of the circulation. 

(b) AS TO COST. 

In this regard the essential comparison is between the net expense and trouble 
to banks, connected with similar amounts of circulation under the respective sys¬ 
tems, Eliminating features common to both, this comes down to a comparison of 
the average rate of the insurance assessment required by the safety fund system 
and the average loss by the investment requirements of the bond deposit plan. So 
long as the required safety fund assessment was above one-half per cent, annually, 
and the bond deposits permitted to be made in a large range of investment securi¬ 
ties, the bond deposit plan was undoubtedly at least as economical as the other. 
But in the face of experience showing that the safety fund plan as perfected would 
have required less than f per cent, annual insurance assessment upon circulation— 
while it had proved necessary, in order to make the bond deposit system safe, to 
limit the securities deposited to a few of gilt edged classes—the comparison steadily 
turns in favor of superior economy of the safety fund system. 

(C) AS TO ELASTICITY. 
As compared with (b), which includes expense directly paid by the banker, this 

head involves the opportunities offered him to serve the public. For, whatever 

* In the security of the public under each system, our experience in the failure of ten Safety Fund 
banks, and about, three times that number of free banks, proves that the contributions of half of one per 
cent, annually on the capital of the Safety Fund Bauks, has thus far afforded as much protection, as the 
deposit with the Comptroller, by the free banks, of a sum nominally equal to all the bills issued to them. 
It will be seen, by reference to a statement under the head of insolvent free bauks, that the loss to bill 
holders, on the supposition that all the securities had been stocks of this State and bonds and mortgages, 
would have been over 16 per cent., while the actual loss has been nearly 39 per cent. — Comptroller -A. C. 
Vlnnn IHSfi 
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may be speculative rates of interest caused by plethora or stringency of currency, 
the legitimate borrower is mainly interested in the rate at which during the seasons 
when he most needs advances he can secure them ; and this depends almost en¬ 
tirely upon the relative ease or difficulty with which an increase of currency can 
be had to meet temporary business demands. 

Elasticity is the essential feature of a safety fund as compared with a bond de¬ 
posit system. The limitations upon elasticity — obstructions to temporary in¬ 
crease of circulation — are noted at page 20 above. It only remains here to 
compare the actual results of these two systems co-existing in the same State, 
under similar circumstances, during the years when both were in successful opera¬ 
tion. The two diagrams which follow are their own best explanation, and the 
character of the exhibit is so marked that comment is superfluous. 

STATUS WHEN SUPPRESSED BY FEDERAL LEGISLATION. 

Such had been the career of New York State bank currency, which was arbi¬ 
trarily closed by the act of 1863, providing for national banks and their currency, 
and by later acts, including that of 1865, by which State bank notes were driven 
by a ten per cent, tax from the rivalry they still maintained. The experience had 
been most instructive, and its results most satisfactory—creditable alike to the 
business habits and legislative aptitude of the State. 

Under the old charters securing a monopoly of banking in a comparatively 
few large institutions, during the first quarter century—1791-1815—no noteholder 
had lost a dollar. Even during the next fourteen years of indiscriminate bank¬ 
ing—1815-1829—the loss to noteholders had averaged less than 1| per cent., and 
probably less than 1 per cent, of the circulation. 

The Safety Fund act then ran twelve years—1829-1841—before a single note¬ 
holder suffered—though the panic of 1837 had meanwhile swept the country, and 
with the amendments to the Safety Fund act that were promptly made as their 
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necessity was developed, not merely were the actual losses to the noteholders less 
than one-eiglitli of one per cent, per annum upon the circulation for the full period 
1829-1866, but they were such in character as to show that, had the amendments 
subsequently adopted been originally incorporated in the law, and the system left 
undisturbed to serve the whole State, not only would the noteholders never have 
lost a dollar, but the annual assessment necessary to secure this would have 
averaged less than one-fourth of one per cent, upon the capital, or three-eighths 
per cent, upon circulation. 

The Free Banking system, adopted in 1838 as a political, rather than a financial 
reform, had in its turnlearned by its mistakes until, with a loss for the whole period 
averaging less than one-tenth of one per cent, a year on its circulation, there had 
not been a failure since 1861 in which the notes were not at once redeemed in full; 
while the success of the system had made it the model upon which Secretary Chase 
planned the National Banking system. 

It is, of course, not intended to suggest that noteholders had not been sub¬ 
jected to many charges other than those above calculated. These charges, how¬ 
ever, were the faults of the imperfect commerce of the time, were not chargeable 
to any system of banking, and were cured as commercial facilities developed. For 
example, before the arrangements by which all notes were issued in blank and 
registered by a State official, the loss to the community by counterfeits was large, 
though not entering into the reports of or concerning banks. Again, during the 
early part of the century communication was so imperfect, and commercial organ¬ 
ization so lacking, that for these reasons alone exchange often commanded high 
rates—until, arrangements having been made for redemption agencies at New 
York, Albany and afterwards Troy, this factor became unimportant, and—the 
banks voluntarily bettering the provisions of the law—soon practically disap¬ 
peared.* 

Nor is it intimated here that either system was perfect. As already noted, the 
safety fund assessments on capital should have been transferred to circulation— 
and doubtless would have been, except that for its last twenty-five years the safety 
fund system was a survival, albeit a vigorous one, and already superseded by 
“ Free Banking.” On the other hand the comparative rigidity of the free banking 
circulation was so supplemented by the perfect elasticity of the safety fund system, 
until both were alike pushed aside by the national banking acts, that its inconvenience 
was not felt. Though the free banking system had had ten years of safety fund ex¬ 
perience to guide it, its own earlier years were those of greater disaster than that 

and leave their place to be filled by a less valuable currency; or, that the banks thus rt 
would be restricted in their circulation and curtailed in their profits, is not borne out by the experience 
of those banks which have for a long time kept their notes at par in the city of New York. 

In the following table, five banks have been selected, which keep their notes at par in New York and 
five with corresponding capitals, which redeem under the law at half of one per ce*t. The comparison 
extends to four quarters, and She aggregate circulation for the year for the five banks which redeem at par 
Is.'. $3,329,075 
While the circulation of the other five is. 3,232,218 

Excess in favor of par redemptions. $97,757 
The details are given below : 

Redeem at pa n : 
Farmers’ & Manufacturers’ Bank.. 
Highland Bank. 
Westchester County Bank,. 
Hudson River Bank. 
Bank of Poughkeepsie. 

Registered Circulation. 

Redeem at Jgf Discount. 
Bank of Monroe. 
Herkimer County Bank. 
Jefferson County Bank. 
Steuben County Bank. 
Livingston County Bank. 

200,00C 
200,000 
150,000 
100,000 

$300,000 
200,000 
200,000 
150,000 
100,000 

$146,208 
189,678 
183,261 
151,445 
127,365 

$186,516 
173,121 
127,852 
126,029 
119,132 

$181,122 
120,578 
153,092 
154,147 
130,611 

180,586 
180,586 
142,132 

187,552 
161,024 
134,138 

$709,562 
600.22B 
701,775 
634,(90 
526.165 

The following comparison between 
city of New York, and the other ineorpo: 
shows a more striking result than the ab< 

the Farmc 
rated banks 
ove. The c 

11 $3,232,218 

;rs’ Bank oA Troy, which redeems its notes at par in the 
i of the same place, the notes of which are at a discount, 
:omparison is made for the same period of time: 

Circulation. 
Total. 

$691,637 
470,896 

543,098 

Farmers’ Bank. 
Bank of Troy. 
Merchants’ and Mechanics’ Bank. 
Troy City Bank. 

$278,000 
440,0001 
800,000 
800,0001 

Feb. 1. ' May 1. i Aug. 1. I Nov. 1. 
$160,761 $180,920, $152,975 $196,981 

121,861 130,948 98,047, 120.040 

1 145,'70<)l lOsIdOol 96,’699 19212991 
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which befell its rival in the same period; but, by 1861, it had so corrected its peculiar 
faults that its circulation was everywhere accepted as perfectly secure—and in fact 
was so nearly so as scarcely to be criticized in that regard, except by noting that it 
depended entirely upon the credit of the State, so far as concerned its only satis¬ 
factory basis ; while the safety fund system would have remained intact through 
any public disaster that did not involve anarchy and the wiping out of private 
obligations. 

The well earned reputation of New York State bank currency is nowhere 
better shown than in the discussions in Congress of the National Banking Act and 
the echoes thereby waked in New York. In bringing his pet measure forward 
Senator Sherman not merely admitted the soundness of New York State bank 
currency, but urged as a grievance that it was in such high repute and great 
demand throughout the West as to command a premium over local circulation and 
constituted a great source of profit to New Yorkers, which he urged should be 
transferred to the Federal Government.* During the debates it developed that New 
York State bank currency was selling at the rate of three per cent, premium over 
greenbacks; while New York Senators and Representatives bore unanimous witness 
to its soundness and to the patriotism of her banks ; and her bank superintendent 
protested in vain against the fiat that drove her State Bank Currency out of 
circulation^ 

Even after the issuing banks had become National Banking associations so great 
was the confidence of the people in the old State Bank notes that they were kept in 
circulation together with the National Bank Currency,—to the amazement and 
disgust of Senator Sherman and other National Bank advocates-)-—whereupon the 
coup de grace was given, and—not because it was too bad, but because it was too 
good ; not because the people had no confidence in it, but because they preferred 
it to National Bank notes—was State Bank Currency suppressed by a prohibitory 
tax of 10 per cent. 

According to a recent statement which I have before me, the circulation of hanks in the Eastern 
-reached about $130,000,000 ; and of that amount one-third is computed to be in the Western 

circulating in the West $40,000,000 of paper money issued by the 
EaKt the interest on this urn non non whieh ,„e had much rather 

States--- 
country. I have no doubt that we 
banks of the East, and we are paying 
in these times of difficulty pay to the 

+ “The National Banks were intended to supersede the State Bank. Both cannot exist together. Yet 
while the national system is extending, the issues of State Banks have not materially decreased. Indeed, 
many local banks have been converted into National Banks and yet carefully kept out Iheir State Bank 
circulation. * * * It is far better at once to abandon the National Banking system than to leave it as a 
cloak for State Bank issues.”—Senator John Sherman, February 17, 1865. 

§ “ What I have stated in regard to the value of the local bank currency is well known to the country. 
Why, sir, I read to the Senate the day before yesterday the price at which this money was selling in the 
City of New York, and it was 2J4 per cent, premium as quoted ; and a banker from that city told me it was 
three the evening of that day. It is better and will ever remain better than greenbacks in my judgment.”— 
Senator Lazarus TP. Powell, of Kentucky, February 13,1863. 

“I shall vote against this proposition because it invo'ves in itself a declaration that Congress means 
that State banks shall wind up their affairs. * * * Our State banks have sustained the Government. 
They have been the Rothschilds and the Barings to whom we have gone for our funds in order to carry on 
this war. When Congress met in July, 1861, we found our financial affairs in the utmost embarrassment. 
We passed a bill authorizing a loan of $250,000,000. What was done ? Where did we get the funds ? The 
Secretary of the Treasury went to New York with trembling. The bankers there met him nobly, gen¬ 
erously, and provided him with the means of carrying on the Government. The banks of the City of New 
York alone placed in his hands $105,000,000-nearly double the amount of their capital; and at this day the 
banks of the State of New’York alone hold 150 per cent, of their capital in the stocks of the United States ; 
and here we are declaring hostility against these institutions from which we have derived our pecuniary 
Support during the existence of this rebellion.”—Senator Ira Harris, of New York, Feb. 14, 1863. 

In his report for 1862, theN. Y. Superintendent of Banking, after referring to the recommendations of Sec¬ 
retary Chase, says: “The Secretary adds: ‘the recent experience of several States in the valley of the 
Mississippi painfully illustrates the justice of these observations, and enforces by the most cogent practical 
arguments the duty of protecting commerce and industry against the recurrence of such disorders.’ How¬ 
ever truthful these remarks may be in regard to the institutions and currency of some portions of the 
country, they certainly do not apply to New York, and furnish no basis for interference with her insti¬ 
tutions : ” while in 1863 he added :- 

“ Whatever may be the action of Congress in the premises, I have full faith that the Legislature of New 
York will protect its honor, and the interests of a common constituency, with dignity and firmness. Under 
the existing laws no persoii can issue, within this State, notes to circulate as money, without depositing the 
required securities in this department. Without legislative instruction to the contrary, it will be my duty, 
during my continuance in office, to enforce this provision against all associations or individuals claiming 
authority from any other source. If occasion require, I shall not hesitate to bring the question to the test 
of judicial decision, that we may learnauthoritatively what powers over local institutions are still left to the 
States.” 
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The experience of August-September, 1893, teas unique. There were no 

gradually developed plans for mutual assistance. Mutual helpfulness there ivas 

in plenty between individuals and localities; but it was in prompt response to sud¬ 

den appeals; and before any general system could be devised the occasion for it was 

over. Financial clouds had long been lowering ; but it was within a single month 

that currency famine became general, its worst effects felt, such relief extended as 

ivas had, and the crisis over, with a tendency toivard a glut of circulating medium. 

In other cases nations or communities had simply found themselves thrown 

upon tlieir own resources. Our people found themselves not merely drained of 

currency, but forbidden by most carefidly draivn statutes to utilize the expedients 

which would have been most natural and most effective. No civilized nation has 

ever experienced such a currency famine. None has ever found itself so fettered 

by positive law in its efforts to rescue itself. None ever so promptly rose to the 

emergency. Never was there so prompt a return to normal conditions. 

THE CURRENCY FAMINE OF 1893. 
John DeWitt Warner. 
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CIRCUMSTANCES THAT PRECEDED THE CRISIS. 

General Conditions. 

The circumstances that preceded the currency famine of 1893 are as yet too 
recent to be free from controversy as to their causes and consequences. In a gen¬ 
eral way, however, the situation has already become historic, so that somewhat of 
an apparently significant succession of facts may properly be noted. 

For the ten years preceding 1890, though local disturbances had not been lack¬ 
ing, the commercial, manufacturing and agricultural woiid as a whole had been 
enjoying steady prosperity, until the accumulation of raw materials and manufact¬ 
ures was greater than ever before in the world’s history; and ten years of pi'os- 
perity had made general throughout the world that state of mind which prompts 
borrowers to new enterprises and induces lenders freely to extend credits. 

From the beginning of the year 1890, however, growing caution and watch¬ 
fulness seemed as general as theretofore had been confidence approaching careless¬ 
ness. The first symptom was generally an attempt to dispose of surplus stocks 
even at a sacrifice. This brought about a shrinkage of values, which, in its turn, 
lessened margins and increased the apprehensions of creditors. 

On this side of the water a suggestion of the situation is found in the foreclosure 
during the first six months of 1890 of no less than twentv-one railroad companies, 
with an aggregate of stock and bonds of $92,000,000; while the collapse of the 
Barings in England during the autumn of 1890 called attention to the shrinkage 
in colonial and South American securities, and to the precarious standing of 
world famous houses. 

The Sherman Act. 

It was just at this time, too, that the agitation for cheap money reached its 
highest tide in Congress and the Sherman Act became a law. By this, instead 
of coinage at $2,000,000 per month, bullion certificates at the rate of $4,500,000 per 
month were added to our currency, already out of all proportion to the commercial 
wants of our people ; while free coinage—that is, forced coinage of silver at a par of 
16 to 1 of gold—was pressed on every hand, largely by those who confessed their 
aim to be partial repudiation. 

It may be questioned how far this last factor contributed to the gravity of the 
situation here; there can be no doubt that it increased it. * For, just at this 
time, creditor Europe was forced by her necessities to return in large measure 
our securities which she had theretofore eagerly taken, and we were thrown more 
and more upon our own resources for capital wherewith to develop our country. 
To the flood of our own obligations, thus thrust upon us, were now added those of 
holders who had become apprehensive of American good faith, and who hastened 
to realize, even at a sacrifice, before they should be made worse off by the repudia¬ 
tion which some of them thought close at hand. 

Again, to the sentimental factors noted there was now added what might almost 
be termed a physical force, tending to drive gold out of the country, and, through 
our currency system, draining the treasury as well. Just how much currency 
the business of a country will absorb at any given moment, it is hard to say; 
but it is nevertheless certain that when the channels of finance are full, additions 
will cause them to overflow, and that the overflow will be of that portion which is 
acceptable elsewhere. As is pretty generally agreed, the growing dullness of 
business had left our currency superabundant as far back as 1890; while in that 
year the rate at which depreciated silver was poured into it was increased from 
$24,000,000 a year to more than double that rate. The effect was as though water 
were poured into a measure already filled with oil. The Sherman notes, whose cir¬ 
culation was bounded by national lines, went to the bottom of the measure—that 
is stayed in this country; the gold, free to move—that is, current everywhere— 
overflowed to foreign countries. 

Another effect now began to be prominent. To a small extent our holdei’s of 
mortgages (which in this country are usually for short terms, even though intended 
as permanent investments) promptly secured themselves by requiring renewals 
under contracts payable in gold ; but many lenders—to some extent from individual 
hesitancy in exacting unusual terms of borrowers, and to some extent from appre¬ 
hension lest the legislation threatened in many States against such discrimination 
might prove valid—refused to make or renew time loans, thus forcing a stagnation 
of enterprise in many directions and in many others a realization of assets under 
unfavorable circumstances. 

Hoarding of Gold in United States. 

Concurrent with this was developed a disposition to hoard gold and to discrimi¬ 
nate in its favor by withholding it from payments. That this was markedly true 
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in 1893 is universally understood. It seems to have been forgotten in many quar¬ 
ters how much earlier than that year this practice became general; though an 
inspection of the treasury accounts shows that in September, 1890, the first mont,>. 
after the passage of the Sherman act, the Treasury lost $38,000,000 of its gold 
reserve. 

June 30, 1890, the net treasury assets were $255,893,000, of which $190,232,000 
was in gold and gold bullion. A year later similar assets were $176,459,000, 
of which $117,667,000 was in gold and gold bullion—the “free gold,” that is the 
amount above the $100,000,000 reserve for greenback redemption, having been re¬ 
duced during the year from $90,232,000 to $17,667,000. 

Recalling that the customs receipts are the principal streams which feed the 
Treasury, we can investigate one step further. In June, 1890, above ninety per 
cent, of our customs receipts were in gold. The proportion of gold steadily de¬ 
clined thereafter until in June, 1891, but twelve per cent, of the customs receipts 
were in gold. 

The circle of investigation is complete for the period. The Treasury was 
diluting the currency by silver inflation at the rate of $4,500,000 each month ; and 
at the same time it was rapidly losing power to maintain its parity in gold ; while 
the selection by which gold was retained and silver used for payments to Govern¬ 
ment indicated that gold was being hoarded outside. 

Treasury Expedients. • 

The National Administration, though doing nothing to avert the crisis, was 
sensible of its approach. In the spring of 1891 the Treasury by refusing to furnish 
gold bars, of which it had plenty, practically charged gold exporters one-tenth per 
cent, premium ; at which price during that year they took above $60,000,000 ; and 
during the summer of 1891 the Government attempted to gain gold by selling legal 
tender Western exchange at a price sixty cents per $1,000 less than the normal 
rates, on condition of being paid in gold, some $12,000,000 of which was promptly 
thus secured. 

Finally, to accelerate the rate at which we were moving toward disaster, the 
joint effect of the tariff revision of 1890 and the liberal appropriations of the fifty- 
second Congress had been to turn the late annual surplus, averaging $110,000,000 
per annum for the years 1888-1890, into a deficit which for the year beginning July 
1, 1893, amounted to more than $69,000,000; so that a constantly weaker Treasury 
faced a steadily increasing responsibility. The time thus rapidly approached when 
the sole resource to maintain our currency upon a natural basis would be the steadily 
diminishing gold receipts of the Treasury; which, so far as concerned customs 
revenues, had shrunken to less than four per cent, in September, 1892, and never 
again rose above ten per cent, until in the currency famine of 1893 the hoarded 
gold coin was forced from the bank vaults. 

Such was the course along which the Treasury steadily drifted for years, until 
in February, 1893, the outgoing- Administration by private appeal to its friends se¬ 
cured some $6,500,000 of gold from New York bankers, just in time to enable it, 
going out on the 4th of March, to escape the breaking of the dam behind which for 
years it had seen the waters steadily piling. 

As the Cleveland Administration settled into its place the flood was still rising, 
though not faster than had been the case for months previous. But soon the actual 
impairment of the $100,000,000 Treasury gold reserve showed the water trickling 
over the levee, and on every side each weak spot seemed about to give way. 

TI1E CURRENCY FAMINE. 

For years liquidation had been progressing, and really solvent institutions had 
been contracting their loans and centralizing their .resources, so that they were 
never better buttressed ; but the same process of liquidation had drained the 
weaker ones of their available funds, and left them with holdings of unmerchant¬ 
able assets, enormous in the aggregate, which the first break would throw upon an 
already overburdened market. The very air was charged with ruin. In April, 
1893, business failures imported by Bradstreefs were 905, as compared with 703 in 
the same month of 1892 ; in May there were 969, as compared with 680 the May 
previous, and by June not merely had the ratio of disaster further increased above 
the average, but all over the country, especially in the West, the banks were break¬ 
ing. Up to May 9th the number of bank suspensions had ndt been extraordinary— 
only eleven of National banks during the preceding six months—but on that date 
the Chemical National Bank of Chicago closed its doors; on the 11th the Columbia 
National Bank of the same city and the Capital National Bank of Indianapolis 
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followed its example ; on the 16th the First National Bank of Cedar Falls, la., and 
on the 18th the First National and Oglethorpe National of Brunswick, Ga., and the 
Evanston National of Evanston, Ill., suspended. Before the month was over six 
other National banks had broken ; in June twenty-five, and in July seventy-three 
others followed suit; while the mortality was equally marked among State bank¬ 
ing associations and private bankers, so that by August first the condition was one 
of panic. 

Then developed the feature that will forever characterize the stringency of 
1893—instructive to those who have not already learned how immaterial is any 
ordinary supply of legal currency when compared with credit in its various forms, 
the real currency of the country. For years business credit had been shrinking in 
the United States—this largely, though by no means wholly, as the result of the 
constant inflation of our currency by silver legislation at a time when normal 
business demands for currency were growing less and less; and now this credit 
was largely destroyed; so that each (largely in proportion to the extent to which 
his lack of information left him a ready victim to fear) preferred currency in 
hand to any credit account, however “gilt-edged.” Almost between morning and 
night the scramble for currency had begun and culminated all over the country, 
and the preposterous bulk of our circulating medium had been swallowed up as 
effectually as, in a scarcely less brief period, gold and silver had disappeared before 
the premium on specie a generation before. Currency was hoarded until it became 
so scarce that it had to be bought as merchandise at a premium of 1%' to 3% in 
checks payable through the clearing house; and to enable their families to meet 
petty bills at the summer resorts the merchants and professional men of the cities 
were forced to purchase and send by express packages of bills or coin; while 
savings banks hawked their government bond investments about the money 
centers in a vain effort to secure currency. The panic was naturally worst among 
those of too little financial standing to use bank accounts for their ordinary busi¬ 
ness, so that the action of bank depositors but inadequately suggests the general 
tendency. But the deposits in National banks alone, which had been $1,750,000,000 
May ist 1893, were but $1,550,000,000 on July 1st, ■ and by October 1st but 
$l,4o0,000,000. 

It is with the most striking result of this situation that we have to deal. It 
involved an absolutely unique experience—that of a highly ingenious and enter- 
prising people, inhabiting a wealthy and civilized country, and brought face to face 
with an absolute necessity for the use of an extraordinary amount of currency, 
at the same time that they were inhibited by law from ordinary sources of supply. 

Failure of National Bank Currency System. 

Our laws provided but one resource—additional issues of National-bank notes. 
The National banks were urgently summoned to perform their most important 
legitimate function—that of giving elasticity to a currency admittedly rigid at 
every other point. The only result was to demonstrate the worthlessness of the 
National banking system itself. 

We had had it for thirty years. Its original aim had really been, not to pro¬ 
vide bank note, current—there was a plethora of that when the National banking 

^ablished—Ibut rather to starve the business public into purchasing 
Goveinment bonds as a condition of being permitted to do business at all. 

accommodating itself to the wants of developing communities 
Cl v 2 i! !, LrdS faC<V°r vestment in any given locality to secure for that 

!L+Lnf j'■! S,° fat\was frora expanding to meet the growing demands 
NnltnThlt Wo«Whlle twe,nl7 years,.aS'° the then outstanding $340,000,000 of 
National-bank notes represented more than 45 per cent of nil onr niiv>nia«nn ion 
years later the $347,000,000 of similar notes then outstanding represented but 28 per 

nfM'mal XTl 7? nnK’onn* latest date at which conditions were 
noimal—the $17^,000,000 of National-bank notes then in circulation outside of the 

11 PC‘'0(°”“ wEhX'hScea£d to 

_ So far was it from being elastic that we had come to expect i 

ar ri vecU ° whi 1 e^ LirehiiTsurvev * n fummer ^ early autumn-Xhich 

tion showed that the generaAe^ncr^rfirat ^ to' iKn011^^^ h'ot®. drcul2; 
to its withdrawal, had absolutely no connection with present oTproTptctive' Tow- 

G°™™t >»<> P°wer only to 

• Jn the fitheo Particular however, that of furnishing currency the initiative was 
in the hands of the Comptroller. The banks were thus powerless to break the 

i period of 
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law, no matter how beneficent might have been such violation. And nothing is 
more instructive than to contemplate the futile writhing and contortions of our 
National-bank note currency system in the strait jacket with which it had been 
pinioned, and to see the not merely inadequate, but positively ludicrous, results of 
is strenuous efforts to respond to the most urgent demands for relief that this 
generation has heard. 

The increase of our currency by additions to National-bank circulation during 
the stringency was only about per cent, and was far less than the amount by 
which the banks of a single city virtually increased it by clearing-house certificates 
alone—little more than half the amount by which individual bankers increased it 
by actually buying gold in Europe and shipping it hither—and was in great part 
accomplished only after the necessity for it was over, millions of dollars of the 
additional currency taken out being returned to the treasury with the packages 
unbroken. 

It was to such a dead fetich that our stricken business appealed when caught in 
the panic of August, 1893. Never was there offered a more conclusive proof of the 
self reliance of our citizens and the superiority of business expedients over Gov¬ 
ernment direction. Not merely by financiers in our great cities, and by great 
corporations experienced in handling such crises but in every part of the country, 
with the exception of the far Southwest, did the people work out their own 
salvation. 

Emergency Currency. 

The experience of August-September, 1893, was unique. There were no gradu¬ 
ally developed plans for mutual assistance. Mutual helpfulness there was in plenty 
between individuals and localities; but it was in prompt response to sudden 
appeals ; and before any general system could be devised the occasion for it was 
over. Financial clouds had long been lowering ; but it was within a single month 
that the currency famine became general, its worst effect felt, such relief as was 
had extended, and the crisis over, with a tendency toward a glut of circulating 
medium. 

In other cases, nations or communities had simply found themselves thrown 
upon their own resources. Our people found themselves not merely drained of 
currency but forbidden by most c-.refully drawn statutes to utilize the expedients 
which would have been most natural and most effective. No civilized nation has 
ever experienced such a currency famine. None has ever found itself so fettered 
by positive law in its efforts to rescue itself. None ever so promptly arose to the 
emergency. Never was there so prompt a return to normal conditions. 

It is this that I have found a peculiarly interesting study. Not that I have 
been able to estimate or even trace it in anything like full measure. One of its 
most striking peculiarities was the extent to which—partly on account of the sud¬ 
denness with which it was called for and the promptness with which the need of 
it was over—partly, perhaps, because everyone assumed that its use was in defiance 
of law—the actual practice in each locality was in general unknown outside of it, 
and evidence and mention of it hard to secure afterwards. 

The specimens I quote are, therefore, but a few score of the hundreds of cases 
that careful inquiry would reveal; and, except in the case of clearing house cer¬ 
tificates proper, give but a faint idea of the extent to which in all parts of the 
country this emergency currency sprang into being. They are, however, I trust 
sufficiently varied to illustrate the methods used and the more characteristic sorts 
of currency—as distinguished from more strictly “credit” expedients—that were 
thus called into being. 

Clearing House Certificates. 

First come actual clearing house certificates—new, not in invention,but rather in 
the novel extent of their use. Their office was simply to extend indefinitely the 
brief term of mutual credit involved in all clearinghouse settlements. Contrary to 
the general impression, they were not used as currency ; but their effect was to 
add just their face to the volume of currency in circulation, by releasing, for use 
outside, that which would otherwise have been reserved for clearing house settle¬ 
ments. So far as the banks using them transgressed law,it was in renewing loans and 
extending discounts when their reserves were depleted below the legal limit. The 
use of clearing house certificates simply enabled this to be done with less risk of 
other than legal consequences. 

And to the writer, not the least interesting of the data that he has gathered 
in this connection has been the proof—in instance after instance - where he has been 
proudly assured that a particular city had not been forced to extraordinary expedients 
such as had been seized upon in their desperation by less favored centers—either 
that the boaster had been saved by aid extended by those whom he so patronizingly 
pities, or that the self-sufficient town had already adopted such practices that its 
ordinary way of doing business left nothing in the way of liberal financiering yet to 
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be exploited. It was to the banks that did use clearing house certificates in the 
emergency that the country owes its escape from unparalleled disaster; and at 
once to anticipate and answer all inquiries as to the form and use of the legitimate 
clearing house certificates. I append, in 'reduced fac simile, copies of specimens 
from each city where they were used (see pp. 9 and 10). 

Denominations were as follows : New York, $20,000, $10,000 and $5,000; 
Philadelphia, $5,000 only; Boston, $10,000 and $5,000 ; New Orleans, $500 to $10,- 
000; Baltimore, $6,000, $3,000 and $1,000; Pittsburg, $10,000, $5,000 and $1,000; 
Detroit, $5,000 only ; Buffalo, $5,000 and $1,000. Their issue, it will be noticed, was 
mainly in the Northeast, New Orleans being the only Southern and Detroit the 
most Western example. And in each case it will be observed that use of the cer¬ 
tificate is limited strictly to settlement of mutual accounts between members of the 
clearing house association in question. 

Other devices of similar character were “Clearing House Due Bills,” of which 
the following is a copy : * exchanges of clearing house balances, such as are so 
generally used at Chicago, that an extension of their use made unnecessary special 
issues of clearing house certificates ; and utilization of the custom in smaller cities 
of considering exchange drawn on “reserve cities” as equivalent to cash in. trans¬ 
actions between banks. 

Issued to Seventh 

National Bank. 

[CLEARING HOUSE DUE BILL.] 
THE SEVENTEENTH NATIONAL BANK. 

Philadelphia.189.. 
Due by The Seventeenth National Bank 
To Seventh National Bank. 
.' .thousand 
.hundred and.j^Dollars 

This Due Bill is only good when signed by one and 
and countersigned by another authorized person, and 
" ‘""'"able only in the Exchanges through the Utearing- 

n‘ day after issue. 
is payable 
House the 

“ Clearing House Certificates.” 
Next in order, and in some respects the most interesting of all, were the notes 

called clearing house certificates, but in fact intended for circulation frequently 
issued by temporary committees of banks in towns where no clearing house 
existed, and though thoroughly effectual for the worthy purpose for which they 
were issued—a travesty on the paper after which they were named. The term 
“clearing house certificates” was, however, used, not "with the idea of deceiving 
any one, but as the only ready-made term that indicated the one fact that the 
public cared to know—viz., that the associated banks of the locality were bound to 
make them good. 47 

These cases were practically confined to the Southeast. The denominations in 
cases noted were ^Atlanta, $100 and $500 ; Albany, Ga„ $10, $5 and $1; Columbia, 

$o0, $20, $10, $o anti $1; Chester, $10, $5 and $1; Danville, *100, $50 $20 $10 $5 $2 
and $1; Newnan, $10, $5, and $1; Rock Hill, $5, $2 and $1; while the Birmingham 
series, including denominations of $1,000, $500, $100, $50, *10 $5 $2 $1 50c and 
25c., merits special commemoration as the most frank and comprehensive'cur¬ 
rency system supplied by the associated banks of any single locality fsee no 11 12, 
13 and 14). J ’ ’ 

Certified Checks. 

Another expedient, favored in all parts of the country, was the sale by banks 
of certified checks against themselves for currency denominations which, when 
signed by the purchaser, were used by him as currency. The few given are 
illustrations of hundreds of instances which seem to have been pretty evenly dis¬ 
tributed in all parts of the country except the Southwest (see p. 15). 

Pay Checks. 

Most generally used of all, however, were pay checks in currency denomina- 
tions, which, in scores of manufacturing towns, mainly in the Northeast, but 

* A person presenting 
Clearing House Association, _ _ 
check or checks one of these due bills signed by the paying teller and countersTgned“byone“of 
In issuing the due bill the teller would ask the party what bank he desired to cfeposit the due 
would insert after the word “ to ” the number of that bank in the Clearing Ho™?! orif no ^cuiaV'bink 

the counter of a bank member of the 
";ould receive for the amount of such 

officers. 
. . . rt after the word “to ” the number of that bank ii. 

should be named the word “ banks ” would be inserted after th„ 
be drawn to the order of the party presenting the checks, but that seldom o 
the due bill is intended to be deposited in some one of the clearing house b' 
the issuing bank through the exchanges of the following day. 
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largely in the West and Southeast, were the only currency that was available for 
weekly payrolls and cash purchases by wage earners. (See pp. 16 and 17.) 

Miscellaneous Expedients. 

In addition to these well defined classes, there were others so varied that but a 
suggestion of them can be made here—negotiable certificates of deposit; ninety- 
day and other short time paper in currency denominations, with and without in¬ 
terest; bond certificates; grain purchase notes; credit and corporation store orders; 
improvement fund orders; teachers’warrants ; shingle scrip; specimens of each of 
which are given below, and which are noteworthy here as the adaptation to use for 
general circulation, by issue in small currency denominations, of paper devised for 
other and widely differing purposes. (See pp. 18, 19 and SO.) 

The foregoing will, I trust, have indicated somewhat of the resourceful vigor 
with which we met a sudden demand. And the result was as creditable as was the 
promptness with which our people arose to the occasion. 

The Course of National Bank Currency. 

But the performances of the National banking system turned tragedy into 
farce. The table which I now quote is itself a conclusive exposure : 

National-bank notes outstanding *— ! Surplus reserve in New York banks, week ending— 

July 1,’ 1893.'.'.'.'.’.’.’.' 
August 1, 1893. 
September 1, 1893.. 
October 1, 1893. 
November 1, 1893.. 
December 1, 1893... 
January 1, 1894.... 
February 1, 1891... 
March 1, 1891. 
April 1, 1891. 
May 1, 1894. 
June 1, 1894. 
July 1.1891 . 
A11 11 -1 1 1891 
September 1, 1894.. 
October 1, 1 - 91. 
November 1, 1894.. 
December 1, 1891... 
January 1, 1895. 
February 1, 1893. . 

. $177,164,254 
. 178,713,872 
. 183,755,147 
. 198,980,368 
. 208,690,579 
. 209,311,993 
. 208.948 105 

■■ 'VII 
. 207,862,107 
. 207.479,520 
. 207,875,695 
. 207.833,032 

. 207,245,019 
. 207,353,244 
. 207,539,066 

2";.:.9J 215 

June 3, 1893. 
July 1, 1893. 
August 5, 1893+. 
September 2, 1893+.. 
October 7,1893. 
November 4, 1893... 
December 2, 1893... 
January 6, 1894. 
February 3, 1894.... 
March 3, 1894**. 
April 7, 1891. 
May 5, 1894. 
June 2, 1894. 
Julv 1.1894 
August 4, 1894. 
September 1, 1894... 
October 6, 1894. 
November 3, 1894..., 
December 1, 1894*** 
January 5, 1895. 
February 2,1895.... 

. $20,987,500 
1,251.725 

. —14,017,800 

. - 1,567,525 
. 28,628,725 
. 52,013,450 
. 76,096,900 
. 83,796,650 
. 111,623,000 
. 75,778,900 
. 80,797,970 

82,808,150 
. 77,965,100 
. 72,134,725 

52,820,800 
35,862,050 
36,751,500 

* Including those temporarily in the United States Treasury and subtreasuries. 
** After $50,000,000 loan. 
*** Afttr second $50,000,000 loan. 
+ Deficit. 

•June 1, 1893, there was a surplus of about $21,000,000 in excess of legal reserve 
lying in New York banks awaiting investment, and the amount of National bank 
currency then outstanding was about $177,000,000. During that month the surplus 
reserve in the New York banks decreased to $1,250,000, while the National bank 
notes outstanding increased to $178,700,000. August 1, the bank funds were drained 
$14,000,000 below their legal reserve ; the demand for money to move the crops 
was increasing, the stress was almost a panic; yet the National bank currency had 
increased but $5,000,000. September 1, the situation was improving, and the deficit 
had fallen to $1,500,000; and, now that it was less needed, the National bank note 
circulation began to expand rapidly and stood at $199,000,000. 

October 1, the deficit had turned to an embarrassing surplus of $28,000,000; but 
the National bank currency expansion was as hard to stop as it had been to start, 
and aggravated the plethora by an increase of $10,000,000 during September—on 
October 1 standing at $208,700,000. November 1, the idle funds had increased to 
over $50,000,000, but the National bank issues were still expanding, standing on that 
date at $209,300,000. December 1, the unused surplus had risen to $76,000,000, but 
the National bank circulation had contracted less than $500,000. January 1,1894, the 
banks had $80,000,000 more than anybody wanted, but the National bank issues had 
remained stationary for three months at above $208,000,000. By February 1, the sur¬ 
plus seeking employment had risen to $110,000,000,' while the National bank note 
circulation was still about $208,000,000; during February the $50,000,000 loan to the 
Treasury was floated, the most of which was taken from this surplus ; yet it stood 
on March 1 at $76,000,000; on April 1, at $81,000,000; on May 1, at $83,000,000, 
and meanwhile the National bank currency had remained stationary at about 
$208,000,000. 

In June, 1893, therefore, when there was the greatest demand that this country 
had ever seen for currency, the National bank issues constituted a smaller percent¬ 
age of our total circulation than at any other time except during the preceding 
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year; the almost frenzied efforts of the National banks were utterly futile in bring- - 
mg material assistance until after the crisis had passed ; and the result of their at¬ 
tempt to aid us has been to keep an increased volume of National bank currency 
outstanding, while the amount of unemployed currency was greater than it hacl 
ever been before, at the highest point it has reached for five years. And this is not 
all. The law permits but $3,000,000 contraction monthly in any event. It will not 
be possible, therefore, to get back to a normal basis before the annual stringency 
due next September. 

EeSULTS. 
Throughout New England, so generally that it may be deemed to have charac¬ 

terized its manufacturing centers ; in so many portions of the South that it might be 
considered general there ; in the West and in the Northwest; sporadically in the 
Middle States, the necessity for local currency developed at once a supply of it; 
and, where this was not the case, from city after city comes the word of how unfortu¬ 
nate were those who, not assisted by the enterprise of others, had none of their 
own to fall back upon. There is one general exception to be made—an exception 
which, however, proves the rule. It is this : 

To the precise extent that—either by the use of clearing house certificates 
within the law, or by the violation of law in continuing discounts when their re¬ 
serves were depleted—the banks of any section thus met the emergency, their cus¬ 
tomers and the community dependent upon them were relieved from the necessity 
which so generally came upon others of providing a special local currency. It was 
the New York banks that issued the greatest amount pf clearing house certificates, 
and at the same time continued to assist their customers, even while their reserves 
were depleted; and, therefore, it was in the'neighborhood of New York and 
her own great manufacturing establishments, in those of Newark, of Brooklyn, 
and of Long1 Island City, that it was unnecessary to look further for a supply of 
the currency they needed. The same was the case in Philadelphia, Chicago, Bos¬ 
ton and their neighborhoods, in each of which cases either clearing house certifi¬ 
cates, or loans of clearing house credits, enabled strong banks to aid weak ones. But 
in every case where the associated banks of a section were not in a position to 
supply the lack of currency or obviate the necessity of its use, individuals and cor¬ 
porations were compelled to do this. 

In this, way after the machinery so carefully adjusted by Government had 
utterly failed to work, the business common sense of our people readjusted its fi¬ 
nances ; and in every part of the land business started up ag'ain, manufacture con¬ 
tinued, the laborer received his hire, and the merchant disposed of his goods. In 
not an instance, so far as I have been able to learn, did any community find any 
trouble in the use of what, in the absence of all restrictive laws, would have been— 
and what in defiance of them actually was—a perfectly natural bank-note currency. 
The whole American people promptly accepted—each locality upon its knowledge 
of the conditions there—the paper of individuals and institutions. And as a result 
of this experience most widespread, and had under conditions least favorable to 
security other than the integrity of those who issued the notes, and the intelligence 
of those who were asked to accept them—there was not a single dollar lost. 

Such was the honorable record of the emergency currency of 1893. 

HOW RELIEF CAME. 

By September 1st, 1893, the passage by the House of the repeal of the purchas¬ 
ing clause of the Sherman Act had both stopped inflation and quieted the worst appre¬ 
hensions ; and to $30,000,000 additional national bank currency and the volume of 
the emergency currency noted which can be but vaguely estimated at $80,000,000, 
was already being added the $40,000,000 of gold which had been purchased in Europe 
for import hither. The panic collapsed as suddenly as it had been blown up ; and, 
with dull business conditions for a year to come, the currency proved excessive. 

With accession of confidence among the masses the petty hoards were returned 
to the savings banks or paid out to merchants, and by them used to swell their 
bank credits ; so that from $1,450,000,000 in October 1, 1893, the aggregate deposits 
in National banks alone rose to $1,529,000,000, December 19 1894- 81 580 000 000, 

iW ^*°r*1<^000ff,,May 4> 1894 ; > 678,000,000, Jvfiy 18, 1894, and 
$1,728,000,000, October 2, 1894. The emergency currency gave no trouble. By the 
process ot natural redemption it disappeared so promptly that before the end of 
the year specimens became curiosities. 

Such was the crisis of 1893, a situation brought about by the wanton interfer¬ 
ence ot Goverment with business not its own; aggravated by legislation which 
had to be broken before the people could help themselves ; relieved by enterprise 
overriding and evading restrictive law ; and turned into a theme for the gayety of 
nations by the grotesque exhibition thus afforded of how depraved was the elabo¬ 
rate bank note currency system, upon which had been lavished so much of thankless 
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No.. .4.98.. SjOoo.- 

Bankers Association of Buffalo. 

Ubfs Certifies tut the.._..... 

has deposited with this Committee securities in accordance with the proceedings of a Meeting of the 

Association held January 22nd, 1890, upon which this Certificate is issued. This Certificate will he 

received in payment of balances at the Clearing House for the sum of Five Thousand Dollars from any 
Member of the Clearing House Association. 

On iJu'surreiuttr sf this Certificate by the .Depositing **• * • *« 
Bank stove nam,I the OsisUUe wU! sndsrse she ammt •.• . 
as a payment on the obligation of said Bank htld by them, * • . . . . • 

g ^ 341 Baltimore Clearing jiSouef, 

_ @[hix is fo <£er1ifb: 
dZ.2 2Z.,______ 
^.2/ 2Z ^.mm22.. */yu~2.Z 2y SZ oS....,.2U SS.~Z „„_ 

„ZU... Z/.2„, . Uy...U^./...2 2. sZ. ./SZ 
... ...ZZ.^ZS„„. .Z/2.Z Ay ...Z®.„Z s/. A„y .Z, ^.,2./.,.2, ....//Z SZ —. ./sit tbousamd dollabs 

~'UZ.~s ./ sz -Li /-f .. 

$6ooo. 

Z. Z./...2.Z 

SZ 0...Z 

'1 $€•- LOAN COMMITTEE $ 5,000. f 1 

IRew ©cleans Clearing Ifoouse Hssociation. * 

JV™ -,v as/ 1 
Jliis (Certifies, maii/h 

(*? Ami cAt/loscSecA:wlsA iAe %mmMee, NeculrfSes An accclr/ance eoc/A iAe /icceeaAnys / % 

^ * ”>“<*”? °/Ae jdsouaiion, AM.. u/on usAecA THIS CERTIFICATE §j 

o issuer/ 'S/At} ^Aseii/cate <fe UceitM in /laymen/ /AaAances ieju/siny /om sSj 

sAe excAanyes ai iAe C<a/eali/y Affluent,/it sAe sum /._ |j^ 

jjj| /cm any memAsl /(Ate Cleakino House Assoojaxion. t® 

9CX«: «:♦*«;* *x* * ■* ,*»■ ¥ » , * 

'■CSsfsrl. 

| —— -—— § -_____ 
I ■'••yCjti.n'./'//js'rfflsF/.-ls./,,,,./,, - 6 - ' ‘ • • * — 
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eLEARiN© house m®mm* 
iMW^^ J 

;s 2 fTur&r/tSiex Mf//MrFh^tH»tkmlBaku^RockHm SC.iuu!UhSmKe$B*m°'RoaiHm.SC.Iu 

% \ ,/■/*,. x^r/nr/,™. Mi//Mr w/r/ i 'M// »/,r« 

,,/M f 9&tn$mj ?/sr*Jt/f/Mf MM f/ 
five dollars 

&XZ 
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giirmingliara Clearing blouse Certificate. 

fiji? OjaA 
tffieimenydam. @ddz., dal dr>6 ted tvr'/d /dc f/mdeiityned <^cmmet/ce cj? /dc <$3fananydam 

^d^dal/ny (^toaleJ lecuufal /e /devadte- ojt ({§de/c (^tdculand ^o/dill. /o icctoic & /dr dealt* 

deleo/'/de /laymen/ //dc *<m \ @INl£ TO@iytS/^P ©^lUL/^lS ,ne*icy 

/de @/n//ed J^/a/el, flay add aXany fane crjfyct ninety dayi flem da/e dclce^. 

<^dtd~^e*ytr^iea/eutidfdc lecec acdc^c/c/cl c /dy any ((§3and cl <d$andci <jt/dc djdilt/u-Jiyda*n 

^daUnty at/uu. 

|ALBANY CLEARJG HOUSE GERTIFICAIE. $|Q. 
r >Albany, Get., Aug, 

a ™ lT!r,f''2&Sfv?.Ti^^T,OWAL B/ 
. <#TEN DOLLARS- 

--- .. - ... -Sec'y. 

1c.1t 29ili„ 1893. 

^il'ToT 
§*• 

f NeWNANCLEARJNGHQUSE 

. 77j A§30ciation certificate. 

newnan, Georgia. 

^cstes Gluing ^eusp^sseeiatian $100 ' $1.00. 

apt»rov<a value of TvjoDoUw«, to acoure to theism &<y‘eof the^mm of° A“80uMltJ-oT’’ IK?pnriW®'1 ^*l6, 
- t-^sONE dollak 

lawful monoy of the'T?iiitod'SU*t*u «.. w.,*:_ 
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No. 423 $100.00 

Hirraingttam (Clearing House Certificate. 

fi]i* @*»kfw /&//£_ 

^j/ealiny Ucut///ei /t> /A va6t\e^ dFw> ^orf/aU, /t> ircuie /a /■& Aale* /A / ©USE D3©IIS©II3EE> p@klUW§® «. 4~/</ —r 
/>J? /Ac @/nc/c</ J^§/a-/cSj ^aya/?/c a/ any U/Hc^ ajf/d n/nc/y e/ayl J&otn t/a/c y&icoj?. 

^^icf-^cl/j^ca/cux&’dc iece/vec/an i/c^o^/y any &a-n/cai,<$Jan^cl o^*/&■ <^/?rt*n/nyda*n 

-ym^ 

!* ^Z1 ° 

UTtjts ®frtifirs --rg-——■^--j.—.■ •* /tty'd- 
,s <rnm*faafy Ulmur,;/,*,,, MaUHf 
VwAA 6n& m/ury TvzHTrDai.LS.HS, /sjfMtr frOs /raw ArM///,rAayy,sn/ 
y/%SMMsf TIN ©OUjAKS ..m/aWii/ monst/y Mr //ru/rr/ .J/a/sj. 1,. „■/«,■; a.r.r .!,/■ ■ '-v. ,.>•■' •<• - . 

.J/£j Y,st/</M/6 *■!//%■ urs'vedsHt rtfyoJ'S/yrmy Ma/rf rrlSja 
jjtLmny/am 'caawip c#*uJea//tM; 

'YW/MsU ( 

li/ww/w// ~^atmf^^€'^-i/^Ar/y/ef ** 

_/S»i 

** w/«'y’Ts»Dai.LA* s/rjww ** towyyAffwj* 
^Lw'KtVR BOW.ABN . ./*■ Ayfi,/ mvsty //wM MrA* 

*-<^s-Ays* 

<**-'$** ^3f. J,A*yjfcr- 
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in ge N; 
Ttle Rock, Ark, 

ional Bank 
t 

PAY TO BEARER $-' **- 

2 I 0 

!|i|g 
■I 5 2 (5 

u 
°fc 

$5. Buffalo,. --i8gj. 

^o. 1352 MARINE BANK 
Pay to Bearer FIVE DOLLARS through the Buf¬ 

falo Clearing House and charge to pay-roll account of 

|| 11 n°ii80i 

©aftbar^ Rafiofiaf Bafili. 

Danbury, G°nn- September 8W, 1893. 

g ® 1 
= -i H 5 J5 
§ J ? * !3 
1 ” g l § 

PHY TO THE BEKRER 

If** FIDS DOLLARS, 

3%e 

P.f 

-fcw. 

.y<5y„..., <J"o. —17 
Cx&'ana./‘ 

^ / _ _5.0Q__ 

".&<i//a4’d 

I 
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■ug.10, 1893 qA^LHOi. 

Payable only through Ten 

Clearing House. 

SOCIAL MANUF'G. CO. 
-Ten 

JVo. 2001_^ Hartford .conn.- Cfauj. /*-/• m.i 

CityBank^ Hartford. 
^Jj n /Z^THX 

#21 

PAYABLE THROUGH HARTFORD CLEARING HOUSE ONLY. 

The Hartford Gysle So. 

<9'(U i 
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$10.00 

To either of the MERCHJ 

deliver to the Bearer. GOODS 

TBK DOIAARS at 

Collected by any Bank in Tom, 

North Adams. Mass., August 1£. 1893. 

BSMEN of North Adams, Please 

;R MONEY.IQ the value of 

'ill be received on Deposit or 

ARNOLD PRINT WORKS. 

• • •_T 

SWIFT MANUFACTURING CO. 
Q&aputf 15, S9?3. 

tp S El .A-Eb El Eb 
$1 OIK D0Kt^71»-«WlW URRCBAHDISR at Retail. 

ToG 

it 

$i 

To G. /U. WILLIAMS, Pm. 

$wm ftfb. &■. 
COLUMBUS, GA 

Ji«r 6 

*'/k3 



SOUTH CHATTA 

S TO CERTIFY, T 

FIRST NATIONAL BANK, S^S^.'gJ^piTIZENS BANK A. TRUST CO., 
THIRD NATIONAL BANK, PROBASCO & CO., 
CHATTANOOGA NATIONAL BANKCHATTANOOGA SAVINGS BANK, 
-SOUTH CHATTANOOGA SAVINGS BANK.- 

G. MONTAGUE, Puts- 
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Mount VEftNdty Shingle Script 
h, (26L£.xJu.l.ij IM 

m. On-m\ p . .nr Order 
-S- _ * „ L __Dollar8, to be paid out of the proceeds of 

-->e nXt&U./ 189g! by said Jie.c(.Ce <l, 
•iXt-ta, 2*_- f/_>»>“g Car No. '/«?</ 
205% ^4 „ been aligned to 

nil 

-^Thousand of Shingles, the shipping bil 

* l,0° 

■filii £1,, grrasurrr itf»»ih (Citg will 

ONE DOLLAR ^ 
from t/m PACtftC AVCNUf “flem Me Center HneOfSwIA , 

m,A Street ' //IPWVeMCNr fl/ttO- — 
Stmt to JgOftft SmMoftAe Center,tint.ofSouth- twenty 

f-S VmutenlGmetca 

?Oj?t 'lEM’Jfflt 

er tw Aw# ? 'A* I&jwsv Wm&'SWJ&Mtitii. 
Minneapolis &NorthernElevator Go. r 

Qjg£ ~~ 1 BrSfa ttlcUSp ] 

iiiftjmiimil iliuiwjtiliiu'iiHiifliinriloik///r'////JsjSf//s/yf/.X?M/'t'/ 

fv/S 44 <’//&/'" ^/rt/t/vj/'///O'/tsr/r/i///ss'///s/////// 

J/w?yt/de< yW/jfMytrfo/t'sj%/yfjf///s. 

NWWWMWIfWW 
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20,000] QFTHE I 

•N’A 4192 

Malian 
Om demand at anv time after ninety days from date 

we promise to pay to bearer ONE Dollar, 
with interest at 6 per cent, per annum, interest to cease 
dfler six mouths from date, Thisnote is given in payment 
ofwages-due rK Pr~V~ir~-c/_ 


